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Vision 

Strengthen the community in a sustainable manner to support its 

children and families leading towards human development with 

equity, dignity and justice. 

Mission

To diversify and strengthen its organizational competency to 

develop and implement strategies and programmes to enhance the 

capacities of children, families and communities through 

empowerment, participation and advocacy. 

To spread its presence to fifty backward and most backward 

districts including urban slums.

Identity

CASP is a premier national organization committed to the 

sustainable development and strengthening of child, family and 

community. CASP also works towards networking, 

strengthening alliances and building partnerships with national 

and international organizations with mutually compatible 

objectives so as to accomplish its mission. 
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Dear friends and colleagues,

The year 2015 – 16 brought new hope challenges for CASP and gave us an opportunity to 
rise above most of them. These challenges came not only from the changing environment 
for development organisations but also from within ourselves. It has been a steep learning 
curve for us, but we seem to have stayed ahead and are on top of everything.

The increasing demands for accountability from the development sector have come both 
from the government system and our donors. Maintaining proper and transparent records 
is part of our DNA and therefore we genuinely never had any apprehensions on that score. 
However the demands from donors have made us introspect deeply. Are we staying true to 
our vision and mission? Do we require to change our internal reporting and monitoring 
systems? What do we need to do to improve our documentation? These are some of the 
questions that we are repeatedly asking ourselves. I see this as an ongoing process which 
will continue as long as the organisation functions. 

Apart from this introspection CASP has been harnessing the energies of young people from 
the SP Jain Institute of Management and Research to improve our organizational 
competence. The MBA students who interned with us during the year helped us develop a 
social media, marketing and communications strategy. We look forward to more such 
opportunities to work with young people who bring a skill set that is immensely useful for 
us. 

This year marked a landmark in the development sector as it was the target date for the 
Millennium Development Goals that had been set by the United Nations in 2000. Our 
programming had to a great extent been defined by these MDGs and therefore when the 
Sustainable Development Goals were announced we at CASP deliberated on them. We have 
been working on formulating our programme focus areas and strategies on the basis of the 
agenda set by the international community and will over the period of the current year align 
ourselves. 

On the project implementation front, CASP continued its thrust in the School Water, 
Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) space. The programmes being conducted earlier continued 
and we moved into newer areas. We completed renovation of toilets and drinking water 
facilities in 20 schools close to Faridabad in Haryana. CASP thus now has a presence in six 
states. 

However education, health, and livelihoods for the underprivileged and marginalized 
continue to be the major verticals for CASP.

CASP Mumbai unit continued with its vocational training and community development 
programmes. This year the focus of the programmes was on ensuring that individuals 
provided with the training were assisted in either finding jobs or establishing their own 
businesses. This was a new space for CASP to venture into, but I am glad to note that we 
have made rapid gains in understanding the job market and assisting our trainees.

CASP Pune unit continued with its educational support and WASH programmes. The unit 
made progress in assisting young people who were not making academic progress in school 
and assisting them to improve their scholastic abilities. The work of renovating toilets and 
drinking water facilities continues apace. At the same time the emphasis now moves to 
ensure that these facilities are used and maintained properly by the schools. 

From the President’s Desk 
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CASP PLAN Delhi unit spread further this year. I have already mentioned the work 
undertaken in Haryana. In addition the unit also ventured further into WASH by 
constructing solar powered water purification plants at schools. This is another area where 
CASP had no previous domain knowledge.

CASP Gujarat Unit’s micro credit programme for women has taken off successfully. Several 
women have been assisted to set up small businesses and it is gratifying to see that 
providing small amounts of funds can make remarkable differences to the lives of the 
marginalised.

CASP Delhi Unit continued its work of providing school going children with remedial 
education and also providing older women with a opportunity to complete their education 
after a gap. This year saw the unit establish newer centres thus extending support to many 
more of the underprivileged. 

CASP Raigad Unit continued with its venture to ensure that tribal children complete their 
education. This is a task with multifarious dimensions to it. The progress is slow, as 
expected, but certain. I look forward to the future developments here. 

CASP Pune Rural Unit launched a new programme for ensuring education of women in 
difficult circumstances. This again is a new foray into ensuring children have reading skills. 
The unit is developing its capacity in this area and we are sure this will form an important 
part of our portfolio in the years ahead. 

CASP Head Office also began direct implementation of interventions from this year. A 
Computer Learning Centre was inaugurated on 8 March 2016 at CASP Bhavan to help 
underprivileged women and girls. This will provide (and young men too) with basic 
computer knowledge, such that they can move into entry level jobs in retail, banking etc. 
The trainees will also be provided soft skills training and support to apply for jobs, appear for 
interviews and negotiate the terms of employment.  

CASP’s capacity to accept new challenges was once again iterated. The credit for this goes to 
the dedicated and committed staff who are supported by donors and volunteers who are 
incredibly supportive. I thank all for this dedication and support. 

However what we have achieved so far has barely made a scratch on the fabric of 
development issues. But then well begun is half done so lets get down to completing the 
other half as soon as possible. Remember – TOGETHER WE CAN!  

Pramod Kale

President, CASP

Email – president@caspindia.org

CASP
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Shri. R. H. Belavadi Retires From CASP

Visit us at www.caspindia.org

Appa as he is commonly known or Mr. Ram H Belavadi to give him his official name has been 
a part of CASP since the pre-conception stage. He studied at Tata Institute of Social Sciences 
with Dr SD GOkhale, went on to join the Government of Maharashtra at the same time as Dr 
Gokhale and a close and lasting friendship developed between them. Dr Gokhale used to 
often refer to himself and Appa as “Ram – Lakshman” a reference to the brothers in the 
Ramayana . 

Dr Gokhale used to turn to Appa for advice on almost all issues. Thus the decision to 
establish CASP was very much informed by Appa’s advice. It was only in the fitness of things 
that while Dr Gokhale was the President, Appa was not only a trustee but also at various 
times he has been the Vice President and Hon Secretary of the organisation. With his 
personal background in development work Appa was able to give direction to the work of 
the organisation.  

An imposing figure, Appa has always spoken with authority arising from his wide and deep 
experience. Punctual to a fault he would always be on time for any event, participating with 
focused attention and asking for clarifications if the speaker began to ramble. He has never 
suffered fools gladly but at the same time shows enormous amounts of patience and 
kindness for a junior employee attempting to convey an opinion. 

Appa turned 92 this year. Even as his health remains excellent, he now tires easily and hears 
less. When his tenure as Hon Secretary came to an end in Sept 2016 Appa said that he was 
no longer able to continue in this position. He therefore requested that he not be continued. 
We at CASP honour his request with a heavy heart, but are glad that he will continue to 
guide us well into the future. 
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Maharashtra
1. CASP Mumbai Unit

Programme Office - 

2. CASP Pune Unit

Shreyas Chambers,Ground Floor, 

175, D. N. Road, Fort,  Mumbai- 400001,

Phone: 022-22614482/22691668

Fax: 022-22691290

Email: tgpawar@caspindia.org

K.K. Marg Municipal School,

Room No. 28,29,31,32 & 34, 3rd Floor, 

K. K. Marg, Mumbai Central, Mumbai-400 008

Phone: (022) 23006813

Email:  rutuja@caspindia.org

Smt. Sudha Joshi-Chairperson

Mrs. Asha Rane - Vice Chairperson

Mr. T.G. Pawar - Consultant

1779/84, Sadashiv Peth, “Gurutrayee Smarak”, 
Bharat Scout Ground, Pune-411030, 

Phone: (020) 24476150 / 9623002000

Email: storo@caspindia.org

Mr. Jayant Umranikar - Chairperson

Ms. Vidya Bhate (from 26th June 15 to 25th July 16)

Mrs. Shilpa Toro - Project Manager

3.  CASP Raigad Unit

4. CASP Pune Rural Unit

Delhi
5. CASP Delhi Unit

C/O. Mr. Kailash Mhatre

Vrindavan, Ground Floor,

Next to RTO ; Gawali Samaj Hall,

Pen Khopoli Road,                                      

Pen Dist Raigad-402 107

Phone-(02143) 253712            

M-9665398884

Email: nivedita@caspindia.org

Smt. Sudha Joshi - Chairperson

Mrs. Nivedita Thakor - Coordinator

Flat No-5, 3rd Floor, 

“C” Building Shivsagar Co-operative Housing 
Society City Survey No.2262  Old Survey no 161, 

Bhamburda (Shivajinagar), Modi baugh, Near 
Mhasoba gate Shivajinagar, Pune-16

Mobile : 9673877527

E-mail: swati@caspindia.org

Dr. Shaligram Bhandari - Chairperson

Ms. Swati Raut - Project Manager

D - 624-625, Phase II, J.J. Colony, Madanpur 
Khaddar, New Delhi- 110076

Phone: 09958727171/09810075791

 E-mail: manju@caspindia.org

Dr. Ranjana Kaul - Chairperson

Ms. Manju Upadhyay - Project Manager

CASP Office Network

Head Office 
CASP Bhavan

Pashan Baner Link Road 
Pashan Pune 411 021

Phone: 020-25962842 / 43 /44
Email: info@caspindia.org

CASP
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6. CASP-PLAN Delhi Unit

Gujarat
7. CASP Gujarat Unit

22/1, Shanti Bhavan Madanpur Khadar Mod,

Sarita Vihar, New Delhi 110076

Phone: (011) 29948881, 29948942

E-mail:cpdelhi.pu@planindia.org,

ashok@caspindia.org

Mr.  Ashok Sharma - Project Director

Morabiya Vas, Soni Bazar,

Rapar-Kutch-370165

Landline - 02830 220992

Phone: 9687631532/ 9898180444

Email: bharat@caspindia.org

Dr. Binod Agrawal - Chairperson

Mr. Bharatsinh Jadeja - Project Manager

8. Affiliated Organization

RAJAGIRI outREACH Project

Rajagiri College of Social Science

Rajagiri Post Office

Kalamassery-683104, Cochin

Phone: (0484) 2550885/ 2555564

Fax: (0484) 2532862

Email: rossrajagiri@gmail.com

Mr. M. P. Antoni - Project Director

CASP
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Name

Prof. Pramod Kale
President, CASP

Smt. Sudha Joshi
Vice President, CASP

Mr. R.H. Belavadi
Hon. Secretary, CASP

Dr. Dilip Satbhai
Hon. Treasurer, CASP

Dr. Ranjana Kaul
Trustee, CASP

Mr. Jayant Umranikar
Trustee, CASP

Dr. Vaijayanti Joshi

Shri. Sudhir Devare 

Dr.(Capt.)
Chandrashekhar Chitale

Lt. Col. A. V. Paranjape
Ex – officio Reporting Trustee

Age

75

76

91

61

65

67

61

75

62

54

Gender

Male

Female

Male

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Male

Male

Occupation

Scientist 
(Formerly with ISRO)

Social Worker

IAS (Retd.), 
Former IGP (Prisons)

CA

Lawyer

IPS (Retd.) 
Former DGP Maharashtra

Principal ILS 
Law College, Pune

Retd IFS Officer, 
Former Foreign Secretary

Professor, Department of 
Management Sciences

(PUMBA), 

University of Pune
Service

Area of 
Competency

Scientific 
Research

Social 
Development

Social Welfare

Law & 
Accounts

Law

Public 
Policy

Law; 
Education

International 
Affairs; Education 

Social Welfare

Public Health  

Governing Council 
Meetings Attended

3/3

3/3

2/3

0/3

3/3

2/3

0/3

2/3

2/3

3/3

The CASP Board of Trustees met thrice in FY-15-16 on 11th July 2015, 12th Sept. 2015 & 12th Feb. 2016.
• The board rotation policy exists and is practiced
• The board approves policies, programmes, budgets, annual activity reports and audited financial statement.
• The board ensures that the organization is compliant with laws and regulations 

Board of Trustees of CASP

Visit us at www.caspindia.org
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Name

Prof. Pramod Kale

Smt. Sudha Joshi

Mr. R.H. Belavadi

Dr. Dilip Satbhai

Dr.Ranjana Kaul

Mr.Jayant Umranikar

Dr. Vaijayanti Joshi

Shri. Sudhir Devare

Dr.(Capt.)Chandrashekhar 
Chitale

Lt. Col. A. V. Paranjape

Mr. S. A. Joshi

Ms. Sushama Joshi

Mrs. Parinita Pal

Shri. Umesh K. Singh

Age

75

76

91

61

65

67

61

75

62

54

71

66

69

51

Gender

Male

Female

Male

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Male

Male

Male

Female

Female

Male

Occupation

Scientist 
(Formerly with ISRO)

Social Worker

IAS (Retd.), 
Former IGP (Prisons)

CA

Lawyer

IPS (Retd.) Former 
DGP Maharashtra

Principal 
ILS Law College, Pune

Retd IFS Officer, 
Former Foreign Secretary

Professor, Department 
of Management Sciences

(PUMBA), University of Pune
Service

Consultant

Consultant

Consultant

Programme Officer 
CASP Plan Delhi

Area of 
Competency

Scientific 
Research

Social 
Development

Social Welfare

Law & Accounts

Law

Public Policy

Law; Education

International Affairs; 
Education

Social Welfare

Public Health

Administration

Social Welfare 

Social Welfare

Social Welfare

Governing Council 
Meetings Attended

3/3

3/3

2/3

1/3

3/3

3/3

0/3

2/3

2/3

3/3

3/3

3/3

3/3

2/3

• The CASP Governing Council met thrice in FY-15-16 on 11th July 2015, 12th Sept. 2015 & 12th Feb. 2016.
• A rotation policy for the Council exists and is practiced.
• The Governing Council formulates policies and programmes of CASP
• The Council receives considers and approves statements in respect of a) Audited accounts; 

b) Financial status; c) Investment and disinvestment of funds; d) Budget of CASP
• The Council receives considers and approves the annual and periodic reports on the working of CASP

Governing Council of CASP

Visit us at www.caspindia.org



CASP - At a Glance

Community Aid & Sponsorship Programme (CASP), a non Government, not-for-profit organization has been working 
across several states of India for almost four decades. The primary goal of the organisation is to provide under-
privileged children with development opportunities.

CASP is governed by a group of eminent professionals from diverse fields, designated as the Governing Council. This 

body decides policies and guides the organization's workforce. 

CASP is committed to engaging with the community in a participatory manner to assess development needs and 

implement programmes. Through the sponsorship programme the organisation has been successful in reaching out to 

underprivileged children, their families and the communities where live. 

CASP facilitates, and in some cases actually provides, opportunities for children to access education, health, recreation, 

and later in life, livelihoods. But above all the organisation aims to prepare them to take on the challenges of life and 

participate in the development of India. 

CASP collaborates with individuals and organisations that are willing to make a long term commitment and share our 

vision of developing self reliant communities where children are able to realise their rights. These include and state 

governments and several national and international organizations both Non Profits and commercial establishments. 

Some of these partnerships have been in place for years while others are more recent partnerships. Apart from these 

organisations CASP is also supported by individuals both in India and abroad who believe in the ability of CASP to 

change lives and thus provide assistance in their individual capacity. We are grateful for the support from all our 

individual and organisational partners. 

CASP collaborates with individuals and organisations that are the result of long term commitment and a joint vision of 

self reliant communities. Recently formed too are important as they have opened new avenues. CASP acknowledges 

the support it receives from individual and organizational sponsors in building relationships across the globe.

CASP implemented a variety of projects in the year 2014-2015 with a view to address locally relevant issues affecting 

children and their communities at multiple locations. A bouquet of programs for children were implemented including 

Early Childhood Care and Education, support for mainstream education, health initiatives particularly directed towards 

reproductive and child health (with a special focus on adolescent health) including HIV/AIDS awareness, increasing 

opportunities for livelihoods and community development. The programmes for community development focused on 

sanitation, habitat, access to services and care for the elderly. This year too we continued to focus on the participation 

of the common man in governance by engaging with the administration on the implementation of government 

programmes. Livelihood programmes were primarily directed towards women and youth, to ensure social justice and 

economic and social empowerment. 

CASP has been focusing on the participation of children by empowering them and facilitating their inclusion in decision 

making and the monitoring of programmes. CASP believes that every child must be aware of her/his rights and the 

means to obtain and defend them. Bal Panchayats (Child councils) and Bal Sabhas (Children meetings) have been 

encouraged at every location where the organisation is working. Children are members of these bodies which diagnose 

community issues and participate in the resolution of the same. The children are personally instrumental in organizing 

workshops, meeting with decision makers and mobilizing resources. In a true sense this is a children's movement. 

CASP
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CASP has encouraged the participation of the communities not only as recipients of the services it offers, but as equal 

decision makers in planning, implementation and gradually increasing ownership of the projects. The thrust on 

encouraging the community, especially women, to form Community Based Organizations (CBOs) in all the locations 

where CASP works, is an ideal example of the focus on community involvement. Today the volunteer base from the 

community is the back bone of our programs.  It is this partnership with the communities that has helped create a 

sustainable resource at all our program locations, both present and past. 

CASP works through eight Units. Of these, four are in Maharashtra – Mumbai with a sub unit at Nagpur, Raigad District, 

Pune (Urban), and Pune (Rural). There are also two units in Delhi – CASP Delhi Unit (which also works in Western UP)  

and CASP Plan Unit and one each in Kerala (in collaboration with the Rajagiri College of Social Sciences), and in Gujarat 

at Kutch. Each unit has a set of activities which are based on the needs of the local community. Thus the organisation 

implements multidimensional programmes. 

Each unit team is led by a Project manager and advised by a Chairperson. Efforts of all the team members at all locations 

deserve kudos for their dedication, perseverance and 'let's do it' attitude.   

CASP
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Financial Snapshot 
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Governing Council Members were reimbursed expenses and paid honoraria for their 
work  as Chairpersons of Units as shown below: -

Honoraria Reimbursements to board members for 
travel expenses for meetings 

Sl.No.

1

2

3

Name

Mrs. Sudha Joshi

Dr. Ranjana Kaul

Shri Jayant Umranikar

Honoraria

Rs. 24,000.00

Rs. 24,000.00

Rs. 24,000.00

Sl.No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Name

Smt Sudha Joshi

Dr Ranjana Kaul

Shri Sudhir Devare

Mrs Sushama Joshi

Shri S.A. Joshi

Capt C M Chitale

Mrs Parinita Pal

Shri Ram Belwadi

Reimbursement Amount

33,000.00

Rs. 1,13,888.00

Rs. 10,066.00

Rs. 2,000.00

Rs. 2,500.00

Rs. 1,500.00

Rs. 1,500.00

Rs. 500.00

Rs. 

Information on emoluments of the staff

Sr. No.

1

2

3

4

SLAB OF GROSS SALARY PLUS BENEFITS 

PAID TO STAFF PER MONTH (IN RS. )

5,000 -  10,000

10,000 - 25,000

25,000 - 50,000

50,000 - 1,00,000

TOTAL

MALE STAFF

9

33

8

4

54

FEMALE STAFF

16

36

6

0

58

TOTAL STAFF

25

69

14

4

112

Salaries & Benefits of the NGO Head, the highest paid staff members and 
lowest staff members (per month) 

Sr. No.

1

2

3

Remuneration of 3 highest paid staff members 

Executive Director  

Deputy Executive Director (Finance)

Remuneration of Lowest paid staff 

Per Month Salary

Rs. 64,300.00 

Rs. 73,646.00

Rs.  7,240.00

Visit us at www.caspindia.org
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Child Sponsorship

Bal Panchayat

Balwadi

CCCD

Child Education

Girl Child Education

Physically Challenged / 
Special Children Education

Remedial Education 
For Children

Computer Education 
For Children

ECCD

Child Labour

Child Health

Continued Education After 18 Years

Wash

Quality Education In Schools

School Support

Vocational Training 

Self Help Groups

Vocational Training

A. Computer 

B. Beautician Courses

C. Tailoring Courses

D. Cooking

Education For Women

Women Safety

Senior Citizen Centre

Health

Rural Development

Training Ngo Workers

Community Facilities 
(e-learning Centre, Library)

Wes

Foster Care

Gender Resource Center

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

Sr.
No.

On Going Projects / 
Programs

Mumbai
M

Delhi
D

Gujarat
G

Raigad
R

Pune
P

Pune Rural
PR

Nagpur
N

Plan Delhi
CP

Kerela
K

PROGRAMS

PROJECTS

CHILD AS FOUCS

SCHOOL FACILITIES

SKILLING (PRIMARILY YOUTH)

WOMEN EXPOWERMENT

ELDERLY PERSONS

OTHERS

GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS

CASP Programms at a Glance 

E. Electric Wireman Course

4 Centres

Visit us at www.caspindia.org
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CASP MUMBAI UNIT

------ ---

Sponsorship programme for deserving and needy children 1592

Sponsorship programme for Physically and Mentally Challenged children 137

Educational Support to Marginalized girl children Project  at Worli slums 100

Long Term sponsorship programme for Educational support to Marginalized 

girl children- Bhandup 68

Meritorious project for higher education 41

Nanhi Kali Project supported by KC Mahindra Educational Trust 200

Foster Care Project (Bal Sangopan Yojana) for children of  Mumbai City and 

Mumbai Suburban supported by Govt of Maharashtra. 500 

Sr.Citizen Centers (four) for Elderly people at Worli Koliwada, 

Mahim Fishermen colony, Andheri Marol and Filterpada 170

Balwadi at Andheri Marol 31

Bal Panchayat at Panduranga Vidyalaya, Bhandup supported by LMBPT 15 

Sarvodaya project 1 – Filterpada, Powai– Health and vocational training project 

sponsored by Larsen & Toubro Public Charitable Trust, Mumbai 18436

Sarvodaya Project 2- JVLR (Jogeshwari Vikhroli Link Road) health and Vocational 

training project sponsored by Larsen & Toubro Public Charitable Trust, Mumbai 28658

Sarvodaya Project -3 MADH  project – Health and WES project, sponsored 

by Larsen & Toubro Public Charitable Trust, Mumbai 13582

Vocational Training in different skills i.e. computer education, beautician course,

basic tailoring and advance tailoring at Marol centre, Andheri and Computer 

course, basic tailoring and beautician course at  Mumbai Central sponsored by 

Larsen & Toubro Public Charitable Trust,. Mumbai 466

Vocational training programme - basic tailoring course at Bhandup sponsored 

by Shri Kumaramangalam, Birla 206

Vocational training programme – Beautician  course at Nagpur sponsored 

by Prof. Pramod Kale, Hon. President, CASP 45

Visit us at www.caspindia.org
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CASP PUNE UNIT

Projects/Programmes         No of 

Beneficiaries

General Sponsorship  667

Foster Care Project (Bal Sangopan Yojana) supported by Govt of Maharashtra. 500

Integrated Child Development Through Sponsorship Scheme at Villages in 

Shirur  Taluka supported by Whirlpool India Ltd.  300

Education Continues (Support for children likely to drop out of education) 

in Janta Vasahat supported by Yardi Software.  250

CASP Norma Wash Project 50 

             schools 

CASP RAIGAD UNIT

Projects/Programmes         No of 

Beneficiaries

General Sponsorship Program- 485

Bal Panchayats 60

Study Center at Gorthan 31

Balwadi (Pre School Centre ) 33

Meritorious project for higher education 11

Vocational training Center-Tailoring course 108

Vocational training Center-Computer course 19

CASP PUNE RURAL UNIT

Projects/Programmes         No of 

Beneficiaries

Prevention of Parent to Child transmission of HIV Project (PPTCT) - 

Supported by Plan India – Phase out in April-2016 23209

CASP Saksham Project - Supported by Axis Bank Foundation through Plan India 1015

CASP CABA Project - Supported by Plan India.-Will be Phase out in June-2016 2477

CASP RAJAGIRI OUTREACH KERALA

Projects/Programmes         No of 

Beneficiaries

Child Sponsorship Programme 300

Two Women Entrepreneurship Project 5

Visit us at www.caspindia.org
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CASP DELHI UNIT

Projects/Programmes          No of 

Beneficiaries

Children Sponsorship Program 583

Nanhi Kali (Girl’s education Project)Supported by K. C. Mahindra Education Trust 100

Tihar Jail Project (care & support for inmate’s children supported 

by Terre Des Homes, Denmark and K C Mahindra Education Trust 118

GURUKUL (supplementary education and career guidance)supported 

by HCLT Foundation 800

Education Centres supported by Haldor Topsoe India 450

Bridge  School (Women Education Project) supported by HCLT Foundation  75

Pre-School Centre (Balwadi) supported by A. C. International Child Support, 

Denmark (Development Fund) 40

Gender Resource Centre( GRC) supported by Delhi Government 9062 

Awaz Uthao Project ( women safety) supported by Delhi Government 3691

Health Programmes (Eye & Dental Clinic) supported by Dr. R.P. Centre AIIMS 

& Jamia Dental College 650

Bal Panchayat (Child Right Activities) supported by Linda Morse Bal Panchayat Trust 360

Clean Khadar Project 650

Self Help Groups (SHGs) 28 

Sports Club 75

Computer Training Centre 280

Community Library & E – Learning Centre 450

CASP GUJARAT UNIT

Projects/Programmes         No of 

Beneficiaries

Child Sponsorship Program 389

Computer Training Centre 22

Tailoring Training Centre 62

Environmental Sanitation in Lakdiya Village 150

Support for Praveshotshav Program of Government 

(School Enrolment   Programme) 60

Children’s Library & Sports Corner 170

Self Help Groups and Youth Group development and capacity building 85

Career Guidance Programme Women Entrepreneurship Training 300

Bal Panchayat supported by Linda Morse Bal Panchayat Trust 176

School Support Programme supported by TdH   Denmark- Tipsmidler 3500

Food and Medicines Program supported by TdH Denmark. 55

Linkages with Government schemes 165

Vagad Mahila Swavalamban Project _ VAMASVA 12

 Bagargadh Girls Higher Education Project 6

Visit us at www.caspindia.org
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SPONSORWISE BREAK-UP OF ACTIVE CASES  AS ON 31ST MARCH 2016

S.No. Name of Sponsoring Organization, Agency No.of  Sponsored 

 Group of Individuals & Individuals  

 A) Annual Sponsorship  

 Foreign Organisations  

1 Belgium - Enfant-Du-Monde 56

2 Belgium - Joy Sowers 18

3 Denmark - AC International Child Support (General) 510

4 Denmark - AC International Child Support (Higher Education) 41

5 Denmark T.D.H. Denmark- Dorthe Mikkelsen 77

6 Denmark T.D.H. Denmark - Ivan Dalsgaard 96

7 Denmark T.D.H. Denmark - Dorthe Kristensen-Tsunami Project 200

8 Denmark T.D.H. Denmark  - Ms. Dorte Stenbryggen-Tihar Jail Project 61

9 Denmark T.D.H. Denmark - Bente & Ivan Dalsgaard-Gujarat Earthquake Project 397

10 Denmark T.D.H. Denmark -Mogens Pedersen- Delhi 21

11 France - Enfant-Du-Monde 301

12 Sweden - Children Above All 203

13 Sweden - CASP 275

14 USA - Maharashtra Foundation 42

15 Foreign Individuals 79

  

16 Indian Organisations  

Dipchand Gardi Charitable Trust 0

M/s. Sajjan Mehta & Co. 3

S.K. Laul Foundation 1

Vatika foundation 1

V.V.Kale & Co. 2

C.P.W.D.Officer's Wives Assocation 3

17 Bank of Maharashtra 10

18 Govt. of Maharashtra ( Bal Sangopan Yojana / Foster Care Plan) 1000

19 Yardi Software India Private Limited 200

20 Whirlpool of India Limited 300

21 Haldor Topsoe India Pvt.Ltd., Haryana 60

22 Jayati Deshmukh Memorial Sponsorship Fund 8

23 K.C.Mahindra Educational Trust (Nanhi Kali Project) 300

24 Mumbai Port Trust - Mumbai 3
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25 Plan India 3174

26 Give India-Worli Project 100

27 Give India-Bhandup Project 68

28 Seth Purshotamdas Thakurdas & Diwaliba Charitable Trust 8

29 Shree Mumbadevi Mandir Charities 0

30 Sir Ness Wadia Foundation, Mumbai 30

31 Friends of Mr. Nitin Naik 140

Mr. Terje Paulsen, Norway 1

32 Indian Individuals 306

CASP sponsor  

                                                                                      Sub Total 8095

33 B) Perpetual Sponsors  

Grindlays Bank 0

Citi Bank 3

Dr. & Ms. Topsoe - Haryana 3

Individuals & Groups in Foreign Countries 17

Individuals & Groups in India 40

Larsen & Toubro Ltd., Mumbai 1

Mrs. Vyoma & Dr. Shankaran Nair, USA 31

Ms. Sushila U. Sheth, Mumbai 1

Sir Dorabjee Tata Trust, Mumbai 6

Shree Mahalaxmi Mandir Charitable Trust, Vile Parle 4

Settna Memorial Foundation 3

                                                                                      Sub Total 109

                                                                                      Grand Total 8204
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NAME OF THE UNITS 
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F

                        COMMUNITY AID & SPONSORSHIP PROGRAMME (CASP)  
UNIT WISE DISTRIBUTION OF THE SPONSORED CHILDREN AS ON 31ST MARCH 2016

 

PH-Physically Handicapped, 
SH-Socially Handicapped, 

MH-Mentally Handicapped, 
FC-Foster Care
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473 982 65 67 2 3 0 0 540 1052 1592

630 872 10 4 1 0 0 0 641 876 1517

187 330 1 1 0 0 0 0 188 331 519

247 473 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 720
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OUR PARTNERS / DONORS

Plan India, New Delhi

CASP, Sweden

AC International Child Support, Denmark

Joy Sowers, Belgium

Enfant-Du-Monde, France

Terre Des Hommes, Denmark

Enfant-Du-Monde, Belgium

Children above All, Sweden

Maharashtra Foundation, USA

Larsen & Toubro Public Charitable Trust, Mumbai

K.C. Mahindra Education Trust, Mumbai & Delhi

Sir Dorabjee Tata Trust, Mumbai

Settna Memorial Foundation, Mumbai

Escorts Ltd., Faridabad, Haryana

Bank of Maharashtra, Pune

Haldor Topsoe India Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi

Vmware Foundation, Pune

YARDI Software India Pvt. Ltd., Pune

M/s. Whirlpool of India Ltd.,

Sir Ness Wadia Foundation, Mumbai

Delhi Government,

Linda Morse Balpanchayat Trust

Bombay Community Public Trust, Mumbai

Mumbai Port Trust, Mumbai

Give India, Mumbai

HCL Foundation, Noida, UP

Soonabai Pirojsha Godrej Foundation, Mumbai

Govt. of Maharashtra – Foster Care Programme, 

CASP is grateful to all our partners mentioned below for their continuous support:-

SHOP OWNERS

We are also thankful to following shop owners for allowing CASP to keep the donation boxes at their shops:-

M/s. P. N. Gadgil & Co, Laxmi Road,  Pune.

M/s. P. N. Gadgil & Co, Paud Road, Pune.

M/s. Jaihind Collection, Aundh, Pune

M/s. Jaihind Collection Chinchwad , Pune

M/s. Lagu Bandhu Motiwale , Karve Road,Pune

M/s. Lagu Bandhu Motiwale, Sakal Nagar ,Pune

Charan Sweets, Pashan Sus Road, Pune

M/s. Venus Traders, F.C. Road , Pune
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Early Childhood 

Child development begins in the womb but a Regular meetings are organised with these 
major part of this process is achieved in the first families where the ECCD communicators discuss 
few years of life. At this stage it is important that var ious issues related to ECCD. Every 
apart from adequate and complete nutrition the communicator also makes monthly home visits to 
child receives adequate stimulation and care. The assess the home environment and offers tailor 
concept of stimulation is not well appreciated by made solutions to families as per their 
parents particularly from the lower socio- circumstances. In order to sustain the programme 
economic strata. Due to constraints of time, well into the future the project encourages 
economic issues and also a lack of knowledge parents to avail of the governments services 
children from underprivileged families do not particularly those provided under the ICDS.
receive adequate care at this critical period of life. 

Further in order to identify children who are risk of 
CASP therefore implements programmes to 

poor development a “Healthy baby show” was 
provide children in this age group with necessary 

organized in the community in May 2015. About 
support and also provide parents with inputs to 

400 families participated in the program and 
help them with their children. 

children at risk were identified. 
CASP-Plan project implements the ECCD 

Children of construction workers are especially at 
programme in Badarpur and Madanpur Khadar of 

risk of poor development outcomes due to 
Delhi since 2010. 25 community volunteers work 

inadequate care while their parents work through 
as ECCD communicators to provide parents inputs 

the day. Due to limited resources parents allow 
on the holistic development of the child. More 

children to move around unsupervised at the site 
than 1250 families with children below the age of 3 

and thus the children also run the risk of injuries. 
years are beneficiaries of this intervention. 

Keeping these children safe is the objective of the 
unit running 15 crèches in Delhi and NOIDA. These 
crèches which are located close to various 
construction sites cater to 498 children (272 girls 
and 226 boys). Further 105 children who were in 
the crèches last year and are now more than 6 
years old have been enrolled in local schools in 
Class 1. In addition a health camp was organised 
for these children where 396 children were 
assessed for their growth parameters and any 
other medical issues. 

CASP Delhi unit with support from AC 
International Development Fund runs a Balwadi in 
Madanpur Khadar in South Delhi. These children 
come from particularly underprivileged 
backgrounds and are often first generation 
learners. Here preschool children are socialized 
and prepared to attend formal schools. This year 
40 children (25 boys and 25 girls) were enrolled. 

CASP
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Last year 50 children who were of the appropriate Apart from non formal education the children are 
age were admitted to Class I. These children are also socialized by means of events including 
reported to be doing better in school. They are Children’s Day, Dahi Handi etc.  The children were 
more confident and able to communicate better provided school aids in the month of July 2015 and 
than other children.  regular meetings with their parents are conducted 

to assess their progress.  The height and weight of 
CASP Raigad Unit runs 3 Balwadi’s at Gorthan, 

the children is also monitored every quarter. The 
Vavoshi and Shirki villages in Pen taluka of Raigad 

height and weight monitoring of the children is 
District of Maharashtra. Supported by Enfant Du 

done after every three months. Festivals like Dahi 
Monde France these Anganwadis cater to a total 

handi, Ganpati and Navratri were celebrated in 
of 90 children in the age group of 3 to 5 years. The 

the day care centers during the period August to 
new academic year of 3 DCC’s started from 7 th 

October 2015. The children enjoyed Diwali 
June 2015. It took nearly two weeks for the 

vacations from 7 th November to 25 th November 
children to settle down and get acquainted with 

2015. Children’s day was also celebrated in the day 
the DCC teachers. The educational aid in the 

care centers in the months of November and 
month of July 2015, which consisted of school 

December 2015. CASP Raigad unit arranged 
uniform, school bag, books, stationery, drawing 

medical checkup for 90 children during the period 
book, crayons, & slate with pencil box etc. This 

January to March 2016 in the respective day care 
educational aid was distributed in their respective 

centers. All the children were given Deworming 
areas at Shirki on 29th July 2015 and at Narangi & 

tablets. An excursion for 47 children of Shirki, 
Vavoshi on 30th July 2015.

CASP
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Narangi & Gorthan Balwadis was arranged to monitoring of ICDS Angawadi in Kaththaddhar, 
Panoramic Garden Resort, Kalhe phata Taluka Lakhamsari and Govindpar villages. 
Panvel on 12 th February 2016.The children 

CASP Mumbai Unit  has 31 children of Marol area 
enjoyed various rides and had a great time.

of Mumbai benefited from the Balwadi being run  
CASP Gujarat Unit - with the support of Bjergby at Indira Gandhi Mahila Vikas Kendra, Marol, 
group provided uniforms to 31 children of the ICDS Andheri. The children are provided a good 
Angwanadi age group of 3 to 5 years.  We have also grounding in non formal education by the Balwadi 
provided blankets in winter with funding support teacher through various teaching aids and 
of Morbia Kantilal Somchand. CASP Gujarat is also playschool methods. The parents of many of these 
working with three Angawadi by providing children are not very highly educated and 
support for additional nutrit ion, basic therefore ensuring they continue in education is a 
infrastructure and training sessions on issues major focus of the Balwadi. Fifteen children who 

related to child development. CASP Gujarat has attained the age of 5 years last year were admitted 
also encouraged the village development to Class 1 in nearby schools.
committee to support and conduct local 
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Education remains the primary focus of CASPs Mumbai Unit 
mission. We believe that it is today even more 

The Mumbai unit of CASP is the oldest and has necessary than earlier that all children complete 
been implementing this programme since 1977. their basic education. A Class 10 certificate is 
The Nagpur subunit has also been functioning today essential even to obtain a driving license 
since 1984 and being a small programme is and many entry level jobs now demand a Class 12 
administered by the Mumbai Unit. The category education. Therefore one of the objectives of 
wise Break-up of  cases as on 31st March, 2016 CASP in the years ahead will be to enable children 
under sponsorship programme  was as follows:-to complete their Class 10. 

No.  Categories M F TotalSponsorship continues to be the flagship 
programme of CASP. We define sponsorship as a 1 General 473 982 1455
process by which individuals who desire to 

2 Physically Challenged 65 67 132provide support to underprivileged children, are 
put in contact with children, from underprivileged 3 Mentally Challenged 2 3 5
backgrounds who in the absence of such support 

Grand Total 562 1032 1592would not be able to attain a basic essential 
education. Further child development as we see it The activities implemented by CASP Mumbai 
goes beyond just education. Sponsored children under the sponsorship programme include: -
participate in sports, drama, music, art and other 
creative endeavours so as to develop well rounded 

Disbursement of Aid is conducted each year after personalities. This programme is implemented by 
the needs of each child are assessed. Materials like 

all units of CASP less the Pune rural unit. 

Education 
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school uniforms, school bags, umbrellas; Achievements of Mumbai unit :-
stationary materials like compass box, color box, 
pen, pencil etc were provided to 1025 sponsored 1. 130 children appeared for Class X 
children in Mumbai and 91 sponsored children in examination out of which 118 children 
Nagpur.  In addition support for college/school passed.
tution fees and fees for remedial education classes 2. 137 children appeared for the Class XII exams 
were also provided to 539 children. Coaching class of which 121 children passed.
fees was provided to 539 children of CASP Mumbai 
Unit. CASP Plan Delhi

Family Assistance was provided to some families 
CASP Plan Delhi which also implements a 

who are very poor and are need of support for 
sponsorship programme which however does not 

basic nutrition. Supplementary nutritious grain 
envisage the disbursal of tangible benefits is 

was provided to 283 children of CASP Mumbai 
working on improving the quality of education in 

Unit and 91 children of Nagpur Unit.
government schools in Delhi. The focus of this 
project is to improve quality of education, children 

Co-curricular activities part ic ipat ion ,  and  the  format ion  and  
st rengthen ing  o f  School  Management  

CASP Mumbai Unit organized annual get-to- Committees.    
gether programme for sponsored children and 
their families on 6 th March 2016 at 5.30 p.m.at The issues identified that required attention were 
Chhabildas High School, Mumbai. 250 children that despite some very specific interventions, the 

education system was not able to reach all 
children and more especially girls. There was also a 
wide variation in the enrolment of girls between 
different slum communities in Delhi. Families who 
have migrated from Bangladesh are not interested 
/aware of the importance of education. Among 
the demand related constraints the most 
important was lack of awareness among parents 
about the need and importance of education. The 
supply-side constraints include the absence of an 
adequate number of functioning schools, lack of 
proper infrastructure in schools including toilets 
for girls, and poor quality of teaching. Some 

were felicitated at the hands of Chief Guest Shri teachers are on a contract basis and thus have not 
Pramod Morajkar, Member of Education received adequate teacher training and in some 
Committee, Mumbai Municipal Corporation, schools the teacher-student ratio is 1: 70 children.   
Mumbai. The guests appreciated the scholastic 
performance of the sponsored children. Smt. To raise the enrolment and retention of girls in the 
Sudha Joshi, Vice President, CASP & Chairperson schools, CASP-Plan created mass level awareness. 
of Mumbai & Raigad Units presided over the The attitude of people towards girl’s education is 
function. The sponsored children also performed not encouraging. Various awareness generation 
a programme of song and dance. events like Balika Diwas, community meetings, 

rallies and street plays were organised. IEC 
materials including posters, standees etc were 
designed to address the issue of education of girl 
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children in extracurricular activities was 
encouraged in  var ious  ways .  Drawing  
competitions, quizzes and debates and education 
exposure visits to different places of Delhi were 
organised. Story telling sessions were also 
conducted.         

Delhi Unit       

CASP Delhi unit is facilitating all age groups for 
better education. Ensuring enrolment of non 
school going children is a major effort. However 

children.  As a result this year total 730 drop-out even after being enrolled these children do not 
children were readmitted in the formal education always perform well and require support classes 
system [387 girls and 343 boys.]  and remedial education which is provide by CASP. 
CASP-Plan is working with 12 Primary schools of A bridge school is run to assist women who have 
Municipal Corporation of Delhi (MCD), in dropped out of education. These women are 
Madanpur Khadar and Badarpur area which have coached to appear for the Class 3, 5, 8 and 10 
about 7700 children. An SMC has been formed in exams administered by the National Institute of 
every school with 17 members in each SMC. SMC Open Schooling. 
members have been trained on functioning of 
SMCs, and meaningful participation of all the 
members in the meetings (involvement in the 
decision making process). Regular meetings (at 
least once in two months) with SMC were 
conducted in the community as well as in schools. 
The purpose of the meetings was to make the SMC 
aware of provisions of the RTE act. Subsequently 
members motivated parents who were not 
sending their children to school. As a result 370 
children were admitted to the schools. A school 
development plan has also been initiated by the 
SMCs in all the schools.

CASP-Plan has developed children’s groups 
(Sadan) in all the 12 schools. Regular meetings 
with sadans were organized to develop their 

An adult literacy program is also being run to assist 
Capacity, knowledge of child rights and child 

those women who have never learnt to read or 
protection, and the importance of education. 

write. 
CASP-Plan has also formed peer to peer support 
groups in each of 12 schools. Two Manch ( group of 

Under the sponsorship programme 740 children 
children studying in class 4th and 5th) ie Akash and 

were provided educational materials including 
Asha were formed. Students of the Akash Manch 

school uniforms, stationery, school bags, water 
help the students of the Asha Manch with their 

bottle, lunch box, sweater, jacket etc.  Funds to 
studies.  Forming Manch has developed an 

support tution fees and charges for remedial / 
atmosphere of friendliness among children and 

support classes were also provided to some 
720 children covered through the manch attend 

children.
school regularly. Participation of sadan and Manch 
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Education activities implemented by CASP Delhi Unit

Pre School 

Remedial classes 

Supplementary 

Classes   

Tution fee support 

for Higher Education 

Non Formal 

Education    

Bridge School

Adult Education 

Children age 3 -5 years

Students Class 1 to 5

Students Class 6 to 12 

College going students 

Children age 7 to 15 years

Women above 16 year age who 

dropped out of education 

before completing school. 

Basic literacy program for 

women

Total

A C International 

Development Fund

CASP Sponsorship

 CASP & HCL 

Foundation

CASP Sponsorship

Delhi Government

HCL Foundation

Delhi Government

25

32

116

26

19

00

00

218

25

96

186

47

31

71

50

506

50

128

302

73

50

71

50

724

BeneficiariesProgramme Target Group Supported by

Male Female Total
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Educational Programmes implemented by CASP Delhi Unit

Programme  Outcome 

Pre - School  34 children admitted in schools. Their performance is better than 
other children they are more confident.   

Remedial classes (1 to 5)  100% students promoted to the next class with good performance.  
 Supplementary Classes  (6 to 8)  100% student promoted to the next class with good performance  

Supplementary Classes  (Class 9 & 11) 

 

From class IX 99 % and from class XI 79 % children promoted to their 

next classes.

 

Supplementary Classes  (Class 10 & 12)

 

Class X 76 students 74 pass , 2 fail 
 

Class XII 47 students 45 pass, 2 fail  
 

Non Formal Education    
 

40 Children admitted to mainstream schools
 

Bridge School
 

Class
 

Total 
enrollment
 

Appear in 
exam

 

Total pass student
 

5 th

 
24

 
12

 
12

 8
th

 
25

 
15

 
15

 10 th

  
22

 
Exam will be held in October -2015

 •
 

4 former students of the bridge school are now working with CASP 

education centres as teaching assistants. They hope to enroll for a 
certificate in teaching programme. 

 •
 

One former student has started tuition classes at her home, giving 

tuition to class 1& 2 students.

 •
 

All students say that they are now able to help their children with 

their studies.

 •
 

Some former students report being promoted at work. 

 Adult Education 

 

•
 

Some adults developed literacy and numeracy skills.

 •

 

They are able to read & write.

 •

 

Some women are now attending the class 3 curriculum and will 
appear for the exams. 
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 Distribution of Blankets by HCL Foundation

HCL Foundation is working for well being and 
development of the people of Madanpur 
Khadar. CASP is facilitating at the community 
level for proper implementation of these 
programmes. Like previous years, this year also 
HCL Foundation arranged 500 blankets for the 
families living in the area.
On 16th January 2016, Saturday; volunteers 
from the HCL Foundation came to distribute 
these blankets. The distribution started from 
the GURUKUL Centers, where 350 students are 
enrolled for supplementary education, 

followed by blankets distributed among the students of Digital Literacy and Bridge School.
People were very happy receiving blankets in this weather; it would be of great help for them 
in this weather.



The Library and E-learning center at Madanpur center is run by Raigad unit at Gorthan for 31 
Khadar continues to help all the students to access children. Supervisory study classes are arranged 
computer & internet. Also text books, reference through Raigad unit at Kandalepada for 15 
books, supporting study material are available for children, Apta for 24 children and Irwadi for 18 
the members of CASP Library & E-learning centre. children.
550 students are member of the center; every day 
around 100 members are using the facilities from A Diwali camp was arranged for 100 children in the 
9.00am to 5.00pm. age group of 12 to 18 years, for 2 days from 17th 

November to 18th November 2015 at Bapudev 
Mandir, Savarsai (5 kms from Pen). The objectives Raigad unit
of this camp were to identify village level problems                          
and solve them with the help of different available CASP Raigad unit supported 466 sponsored 
resources. The camp also aimed to provide new children by providing them with tangible benefits 

like notebooks, textbooks, school uniform, school 
bag and stationery. The children were also 
supported  through  re imbursement  o f  
school/college fees and transportation expenses 
(from home to school and vice versa). Raigad unit 
supported 11 meritorious children through the 
Development fund received from A C 
International, who are taking higher education in 
the field of Engineering and post graduate studies. 
The children were reimbursed college tuition fees, 
travelling & stationery expenses etc. A study 

exposure to the children to learn new things & 
increase their general knowledge. Resource 
persons from Yusuf Meherally center Tara guided 
the children through activities and games. 
Sessions on understanding, sorting and nature of 
the existing village level problems were 
conducted. Children planned, action for one 
problem per village, and presented the plan of 
action through a role play. Street plays on how to 
solve village level problems were conducted by 
the children. An essay competition on “CASP from 
the perspective of the sponsored child” was also 
conducted. Educational & health related 
documentary films were shown. 

For the sixth year a one day seminar for 100 
students of Xth Std was held at Pen on 20th 
December 2015. The children said these sessions 
helped them to improve their scholastic 
performance. Sessions on English, Science, Maths 
were conducted by experienced teachers. An 
educational tour for 50 children of Pen, Irwadi, 
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Edavanakkad, Mr. Joseph, Edavanakkad Co-
operative Bank President shared his life 
experiences with the children. 

Kandale, Kandalepada & Amtem to Nehru 
Planetarium & Musuem, Taraporewala Aquarium 
was arranged on 24th April 2015.

Annual get together of all the sponsored children 
and their families was arranged on 12th March Issues like parenting, adolescence behavior 
2016 at Rameshwar hall, Pen. Mrs. Ulka problems, child rights, entrepreneurship, family 
Shrikhande Eminent Social worker was the Chief budgeting etc were discussed during the Parents’ 
Guest. Smt. Sudha Joshi-Vice President CASP & Meetings which were conducted every 3 months 
Chairperson Raigad & Mumbai unit presided over at both places. Parents displayed their enthusiasm 
the function. The function was attended by more for the sponsorship programme by attending the 
than 500 sponsored children and their families. 75 meetings in large numbers. Extracurricular 
children were felicitated by the above dignitaries. activities, social and leadership skills and 
The mothers of some sponsored children gave personality of the children were the focus of the 
feedback that the felicitation programme has Children’s meetings which were conducted on 2nd 
motivated their children to study hard. Saturdays. In addition the academic performance 

of the children was also undertaken and the social 
Kerala - RAJAGIRI  outREACH worker also facilitated review of books read at the 

children’s meetings.  

The 34 year old association between CASP and 
At Arattupuzha Mr.Binu, Arattupuzha Block Rajagiri outREACH continues to support children 
Panchayath member and at Edavankkad, Mr. in Kerala with the sponsorship programme.  
Viswambharan, the Member of Grama During the year the collaboration supported 300 

children in Kerala, who are located in Edavanakaad 
(89 students) and Aaratupuzha (48), while the rest 
are scattered in different districts of Kerala. 

On 28th May 2015, study materials, uniforms, 
bags and umbrellas were distributed for the 
forthcoming academic year. As usual the function 
was graced by officials of local Panchayaths and 
members of Development committee. The event 
at Arattupuzha was graced by Adv. Sivankunju, 
Arattupuzha Panchayath Vice President and at 
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Panchayath Member were the Chief Guest of the Souhrudam (friendship) camp is conducted every 
Onam celebrations being held on August 22nd . year to improve the social and personal 

development of the students between the ages of 
6-16 years. It is conducted not only for the A medical camp was conducted at Edavanakkad on 
sponsored students but also for others in the area. 9th August with the support of Christhu Jayanthi 
In 2015, the camp theme was ‘Science for Hospital, Perumpilly. On October 1st Senior 
friendship’. Songs, action songs, skits, mimes, Citizens Day was observed at both centres by 
project works, and lectures on the topic etc were honoring the senior citizens by the children. 
the major tools used to inculcate the theme. The Christmas and New Year celebration were 
camp at Arattupuzha was held from April 25th to organized in the month of December at each 
27th and at Edavanakkad from May 7th to 9th. centre with Cultural programmes of students, 

sharing of Christmas/New Year message etc. New 
Year greetings were also sent to the sponsors. CASP Pune supports 517 children (182 boys and 

335 girls) under the programme. Educational aid  
was disbursed to all the children under the In order to maintain a good relationship with the 
programme after assessing their needs. Children children and families, house visits were conducted 
were provided with note books, school bag, regularly. Special efforts were taken to visit all SSLC 
drawing material and school stationary. School and Plus Two students appearing for the 
fees and tution fees were also paid for sponsored examination. Through these visits, the family 
children.environment could be assessed and supportive 

services arranged if a need was perceived. School 
visits were undertaken to assess the performance A Science project making activity was organized by 
of the children at school level and also to obtain CASP Pune Unit in the month of April 2015 for 8th 
the participation of the schools and teachers in and 9th standard students. Two young people who 
the programme. Through these visits the were sponsored by CASP in earlier years were the 
performance of each student was assessed and resource persons for this activity. Children 
the teacher’s perception of areas where the child participated enthusiastically and made various 
required support was ascertained. Information science toys from waste. They taught children 
about sponsored children who had some issues at scientific reasoning in easy language. They also 
home was also shared with teachers in confidence taught children how to learn through conducting 
to obtain the support and special attention of the various experiments on their own. The fact that 
teachers. The social workers conducted at least the resource persons were alumni also gave the 
two house and school visits for each child in the children a motivation to do well in life. 
year.

An educational visit for children to ‘Muktangan 
Exploratory Science Centre’ in May 2015 was 
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Felicitation program - Chief Guest of our respected 
sponsor Mrs. Uma Gokhale

organised . 25 children of 7th to 9th std. 
participated in the ten day workshop. It is 
beneficial for the students as it has a direct impact 
on their performance in school. Children gained 
actual practical knowledge of science. It helped 
the children to link the knowledge with their 
syllabus. 

Spoken English and basic skills of Grammar’ 
workshop was organized by CASP Pune unit during 
first week of August for children. Debjani Rane was 
the resource person for this activity. Total 28 

standard exams, their performance was 
appreciated by felicitating them with age 
appropriate gifts. Some of the children performed 
dances and sang songs. Our chief guest explained 
the importance of education as well as moral 
values one can inculcate in their life. 
A session on preparation for exams of Standard 
10th children was taken by Sayali Pande in the 
month of December. Sayali gave tips on time 
schedules and management of syllabus as per 
priority. Tips were also given on paper writing 
skills. The children were also given a set of 21 most 
likely. Forty six children from 10th std were given a children from high school attended the workshop. 
set of Most Likely Questionnaire. A session was The children were taught essentials of grammar 
arranged for parents also to introduce them most like nouns, adjectives, essay writing, letter writing, 
likely issues of children at the time of exams. Also tenses etc. The session helped the children 
they were suggested on healthy food habits to be improve their knowledge of English grammar and 
inculcated throughout the year.writing skills. We also provided ‘Essential English 

Grammar Book’ to all who attended the above 
Aptitude Tests and Career Guidance was provided workshop. The number of children attending 
to 40 children in March 2016. Mr Roshan More a activity was restricted and so the children could 
Psychologist by profession partnered with CASP gain more from it. 
Pune Unit and organized a battery of tests for 
testing the aptitude of the children. Based on the Some of our sponsored children have performed 
results of the tests children were counseled to excellent in 10th, 12th exams as well as in Diploma 
select their future academic career. engineering and Hotel management. Felicitation 

program was organized on 2nd October 2015 for 
CASP Pune unit organized sports day for our meritorious students. One of our respected 
sponsored children on 30th January 2016. Two sponsors Mrs. Uma Gokhale was the chief guest 
hundred and forty children from general and Mr. Vikram Hundekar also a sponsor was 
sponsorship project participated in this activity. present. They felicitated the children on that 
Children enjoyed playing various games like dodge occasion. Our ex-sponsored student, who is now a 
ball, running, langadi, high jump. All children sponsor, also awarded some meritorious children. 
enjoyed those moments and got prizes and also We felicitated total 28 students (17 girls and 
got participatory gifts. Mr. Raghunath Jadhav 11boys).19 students got more than 80% in 10th 
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support to children to achieve better scholastic 
levels. 140 children avail of this. A library and 
sports equipment is available in all RECs and is run 
by the Bal Panchayat. In order to ensure that 
children continued to attend school even if there 
was no senior school in the village CASP provided 
15 children and another 15 children were 
provided bicycles. Also 32 children were provided 
support to pay their high school and college fees. 
Thus numerous children who would otherwise not 
have continued in school continue to obtain 
support from CASP Gujarat. 400 children studying 
from Class 2 to college and in professional courses (Senior Police Inspector) of Khadak police station 
were provided with books, notebooks, stationery was present as a chief guest. He gave motivational 
materials etc. speech to children about sports and exercise in 

daily routine. 
CASP Gujarat arranged picnic for children age 
group of 7 to 14 at Amrut Baugh resort at Kharoi Greeting card making activity was organized by 
and Saidham in Samakhiyali. 150 sponsored CASP Pune Unit in March for our sponsored 
children participated in this event and also visited children. Children made greetings for their 
science museum and Game Park etc during this 
event.

CASP Gujarat arranged a creativity workshop in 
the summer vacations where 126 sponsored and 
95 non sponsored children participated. During 
the 4 to 6 days programme in various CASP centers 
these children learnt arts, drawing, greeting cards 
making, paper arts, mehandi etc were learnt.

SPONSORSHIP RELATED PROJECTS

sponsors also which were then sent with their CASP implements numerous projects that are 
progress reports. based on the sponsorship model but differ in the 
 fact that the objectives or the funding patterns are 
Total 42 children participated for this activity. The tailored to the requirements of the beneficiaries 
resource person taught children greetings and or the donor. These projects are described in this 
flowers from roll paper. Children enjoyed the section. 
activity and learned how to make beautiful 
greetings and flowers. Being a group activity, Nanhi Kali Project 
children could also learn sharing, working in 
groups and social behaviour.

The K.C. Mahindra Education Trust, Mumbai has 
been implementing the Nanhi Kali project with 

The seven remedial educational centers (REC) run 
CASP since 1999-2000 in Mumbai and Delhi. Very 

by CASP Gujarat at Lakadia, Govindpar, Rapar, 
young girls are supported under this programme 

Suvai , Govindpar and Khirai continue to provide 
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to complete their education in two categories who As compared to previous years Dental and ENT 
receive different amounts of support. Between problems have been reduced, whereas, eye, skin 
Class 1 and 5 girls are provided Rs.2,066.70/- and and malnourishment among girl children have 
between Class 6 and 10 the girls are provided increased. Pathological tests were then 
Rs.2,991.07/- per child as support funds. The main conducted with support from SRL Diagnostic 
objective of the project is to support the girl Center, Dadar in which 92 girl children 
children for their education, health and other participated. 29 girls were found to be anaemic 
requisite support.       and were then provided treatment.  Five Parent’s 

meetings were organized to motivate the parents 
In Mumbai CASP supports 200 Nanhi Kalis from and create awareness about education of girl 
Worli and Girgaon areas of Mumbai. Of these 89 children. Two home visits were paid to each girl’s 
are studying in Classes 1 to 5 and 111 are studying house and individual counselling and motivation 
classes 6 to 10. While in Delhi 100 Nanhi Kalis are was provided. One school visit was paid to each 
all from the Madanpur Khadar resettlement girl’s school to know about the scholastic 
colony where 52 are studying in Classes 1 to 5 and performance and other curricular activities of girl 
48 are studying classes 6 to 10. children. Career guidance sessions were provided 

through group meetings. Counselling session for 
During the period under report, 400 Nanhi Kali’s higher education was conducted with girls and 
were supported for education and health.  All their parents separately. Girls were motivated & 
Nanhi Kali’s are continuing their education and 31 counsel to choose their career paths as per their 
kali’s (23 in Mumbai and 9 in Delhi) completed interest and performance in various fields. These 
10th std. education. girl children have continued their education.  The 

girls who were taking higher education, they 
Educat ional  support  project  for  continued their studies in the respective faculty 
marginalized girls smoothly as the financial assistance have given 

relief to their parents to reduce their financial 
CASP is implementing a Give India supported burden.
project for 100 marginalized girls residing in the 
slums of Worli in Mumbai since 2011-12. The goal Long term Sponsorship programme 
of the project is to ensure that the girls achieve the 
fullest extent of their potential. 75 of these girls This project supported by Give India proposes to 
are studying in VIII to XII Std and 25 girls are in support 68 girl children living in Bhandup area 
college. Educational support in the form of funds currently studying in 8th Std. These girls will be 
for coaching/tuition class fees is provided to 75 supported till they complete their class 12. This 
girl children who are in school / junior college and project has only just begun and so far we have just 
funds for college fees is provide to the 25 girls in identified the beneficiaries and are working with 
college. Supplementary nutrition in the form of them. 
g ra i n s  wa s  p rov i d e d  to  t h e  1 0 0  g i r l  
children/families in the month of March 2016. Integrated Child Development through 
CASP also organized medical checkups for all the Sponsorship Programme – Supported by 
girls as in past years serious but treatable issues Whirlpool India Pvt Ltd, Pune
had been identified. 

CASP Pune Unit is implemented this project in the 
First medical check up was organized at Saibaba villages of Ranjangaon, Dhoksangvi and Karegaon 
Mandir, Worli through Dr. Varsha Bothra on 24th in Shirur Taluka located near the Ranjangaon 
April 2015 and 26th June 2015 and  second Industrial Area. A total of 300 children (132 boys 
general health check up camp organized on 9th  and 168 girls) from under privileged families are 
October 2015 and 26th October 2015 .  supported under this programme. The objective is 
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to ensure all children complete their basic Children were felicitated in September 2015 for 
education. The project was launched in Oct 2014 good academic performance by giving them 
and children with dire need for educational educational gifts (Solar Energy based games). This 
support were identified. A distribution of the total kind of activity encourages them to performing 
sample on project is depicted below. well in their further academic year. 

A pie chart showing distribution of population Our sponsored children are from 7th to 10th Std 
under the project an age in which children go through physical as 

well as psychological changes. Children at this age 
have many unanswered questions and harbour 
numerous myths. A training session on 
adolescence was conducted in the month of Feb, 
July, Aug & Oct 2015 separately for boys & girls to 
give them an opportunity to clarify their doubts. 
This session included topics like body imaging, 
physical and emotional changes, menstrual cycle, 
reproductive system and personal hygiene. 

Craft, storytelling, drawing, and science related 
activities, were arranged for children under the 
project as children from lower socio-economic 
strata do not have the opportunities which 
children from affluent families have. Also for the 
children to be interactive and cohesive few co-
curricular activities were planned. Fun activities 
like craft, drawing, reading and fun games were 
conducted for children. Children not only enjoyed 
these but it also helped boost their imagination, 
test creativity and increase their level of In order to maintain and improve the health of 
concentration and patience. children sessions on Nutrition were organized for 

parents of our sponsored children from 
Mangalmurti Vidyadham School Ranjangaon, D.N. 
Tithe Vidyalay Karegaon & A.B Pachange Vidyalay 
Dhoksangavi. It concentrated on cooking styles, 
various stages of cooking foods, and need of 
nutritious food. Feedback was given by parents 
that this kind of session should be arranged more 
frequently so that they can also get proper 
guidance to take care of the health of their 
children and the family. Few achievements of the 
project are as follows.
Ø The sponsorship and other support enabled 

these children to continue their basic 
education and gave them a ray of hope for 
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their higher education. The co-curricular 
activities under the program had a positive 
impact on their overall development. 

Ø In spite of there being substantial migration in 
the area, we have been successfully able to 
retain 278 children who took admission in 
further classes in different schools situated at 
a distance of 3-4 kms from the community

Ø A random analysis of attendance shows that 
children have been more regular to school as 
our community workers were counseling 
children. They earlier used to go to the canal 
for a swim or to play cards or cricket with the 

we use in our day to day life. The experiments big boys in the community without their 
were based on Air pressure, Generator, magnet, parent’s knowledge. 
magnetic field, magnetic levitation, static Ø The teachers also noted that children are 
electricity and Newton’s laws of motion. The motivated to come to school. 
experiment material was provided to all the Ø Close to 50 children scored ‘A’ grade in more 
children. Children made 5 experiments on their than 3 subjects. These children were 
own. felicitated and given a token of appreciation in 

the second week of September 2015 to 
Concern India foundation had organized a sports motivate performance
competition for under privileged children in Ø A comparative analysis of 116 children who 
January 2016. Our project’s 24 children from were followed for both checkups showed an 
Janata Vasahat, Pune participated in various improvement in HB count of 57% children 
games (Running 100 mtr, 200 mtr, 400 meter, Sack after giving iron tablets.

Sponsorship and Development Project - 
Supported by Yardi Software under CASP 
Pune Unit

In CASP Pune Unit the primary goal of the project 
was to support 200 children from underprivileged 
families in Pune city (100 children from the Janta 
Vasahat, Tilak Road and 100 children from Mhada 
Colony, Birajdar Nagar and Gosavi Vasti, 
Hadapsar) to ensure overall development of the 
children. These areas have a large number of 
families with irregular income and low levels of 

Race, Three legged race and Relay etc ). Pooja literacy among parents. The children do not 
Ramoshi secured 3rd rank in 400 meter running receive guidance and financial assistance from 
race and won a medal and certificate. their parents. School material was given to all the 

children and fees and school dress were provided 
Awareness program on Nutrition and Diet for to needy children after need assessment.
parents and children of sponsorship program was 
conducted at Hadapsar and Janata Vasahat. The A science workshop was taken by Mr. Ashok 
session was conducted by Mrs. Neha Ghanekar. Rupner showed children very easy scientific 
She gave lots of information on development of experiments which we can do by using material 
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N O R M A  S c h o o l  WA S H  P r o j e c t -  
Implementing partner Plan India

CASP Pune Unit is implementing this project since 
October 2014 .The project focuses on improved 
Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) facilities in 
50 schools in and around Pune. The project also 
covers a component of soft skills on WASH 
facilities and usage in children. It aims at creating 

children, nutritional diet for them and some easy 
nutritional recipes. There was a positive feedback 
from parents and children. Achievements of the 
project are as follows.

Ø The sponsorship and other support enabled 
these children to continue their basic 
education.

Ø The co-curricular activities under the program 
had a positive impact on their overall 
development. 

age-appropriate, gender sensitive and disabled-
Ø A random analysis of attendance shows that 

friendly WASH facilities in schools. The project 
children have been more regular to school.

envisages replication of its model in other schools 
Ø Two children who were not able to read, write 

in the district by the local government. Under this 
and calculate and showing disinterest in 

project, we have envisaged to rework the existing 
studies are now able to read, write and 

toilet blocks into child friendly WASH facilities in 
calculate because of the class’s teacher Mrs. 

schools. The schools do have toilets, but they are 
Chaya Gosavi.

not in use for various reasons. They are not user 
Ø The teachers also commented that children 

friendly, not age appropriate; do not have 
are motivated to come to school as we are 

provision for children with disabilities and 
providing necessary help in regard to 

adolescent girls. The project also covers a 
education.

component of soft skills on WASH facilities and 
A pie chart showing increase in academic usage in children. Sessions are taken in all 50 
performance of children after giving sponsorship schools and upgradation is done in 25 schools. 

In order to gain support from teachers, and to help 
teachers understand what would be taught in the 
software component of the project, the team 
arranged a half day orientation meeting with all 
stakeholders in the school. Syllabus for WASH 
trainings was also shared with the teachers and 
principals. Also a WASH kit or WASH hamper 
consisting of all the basic WASH materials 
required by the school was distributed in schools 
to celebrate World Toilet day. Drawing 
Competitions to mark World Water Day (22nd 
March) was held on 11th March in Pune.
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A detailed orientation for SMC members was 
organized by the team. This orientation focused CASP Delhi has been supporting two Safai Mitra 
on the importance of WASH. All the software and who undertake door to door garbage collection 
hardware activities were undertaken in the for around 500 families. These families are 
respective schools. Children’s Clubs were formed charged a nominal amount which is available to 
and are now active in 46 schools. Topics covered the mitras who also earn from the project by 
under soft skills sessions were clean water, segregating and selling recyclable materials. The 
keeping environment clean and personal hygiene, project has inspired numerous other individuals 
safe  san i tat ion  &  Menstrua l  Hyg iene  who have seen this income opportunity and will 
Management. soon be commencing similar garbage collection 

facilities elsewhere in Madanpur Khadar. 

Wall paintings were created in schools to 
increased awareness on hygiene and incinerators 
were provided to few schools.

We conducted 2 meetings of child clubs with 
Government officials. One meeting was arranged 
for PMC schools with Mr. Madan Wahval, 
Supervisor Dept. of secondary and technical 
education, PMC and second meeting for schools 
under Zilla Parishad with Mr. Dhanaji Mondhave, 
Center Head of Z.P. Maval block. 
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CASP Gujarat has been providing support to 
schools of the project area with the view to 
enhance the quality of education. In order to 
understand the needs of the schools a Chintan 
Shibir (workshop) was sponsored by CASP for 9 
schools of Lakadia cluster in three stages. In 
response to the suggestions CASP provides daily 
regional newspapers in the 19 schools of project 
area. Children have developed a reading habit, 
keep abreast with current affairs and enhance 
their general knowledge. We also are providing 

school Rapar town has been provided music 
instruments. 

Lack of a functional toilet can be a very important 
reason for girls not attending school. It came to 
notice that some of the primary school have 
toilets but due to lack of soak pit they are not in 
functional state. Also water supply is inadequate. 
Therefore three schools of Badargadh , Govindpar 
and Rapar (Trikamsaheb Nagar) were taken up for 
repairs. The soak pits were dug, water lines 
installed and wash basins provided.

Safari and Mangal Mandir magazine to 6 schools. 
CASP Gujarat has also supported National Service 

CASP Gujarat has provided small computer lab to Schemes unit of MKB Gada High school at Lakadia 
Government Primary School, Lakhamsari  from for the camp at Chitrod village.
the Tipsmidler (Denmark) funds. The salary for a 
computer teacher has also been provided. 74 

With the support from Mr Ivan Dalgaard and 
children of age 10 to 13 participated in the 

Tipsmidler fund the school in Badaragadh has 
computer learning. These children can now 

been provided a blackboard, display board, 
operate the Window 7 operating system, and use 

newspaper stand, Internet dongle etc.  
simple programmes. Among them 12 children 

Government Primary school of Khirai has similarly 
went on to complete advance course of MS office 

been provided with Black boards, display board 
and Gujarati typing. We have noticed that children 

and other material and the Government Girls 
enjoy coming to school and their performance in 
other subjects has also now improved.

Praveshotsav – The State Government organises 
the “Praveshotsav ’-  School  Enrol lment 
Programmes  in primary schools across the state. 
The aim is to ensure that each child age of 5 or 
more enrols in school. Like previous years CASP 
Gujarat unit supported this programme in 4 
villages primary schools - Lakhamsari , Govindpar , 
Khirai, vasatava and Momaivandh. In these 
villages 60 children enrolled in standard 1 in the 
five schools. 
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Music Instruments provided to School under School 
Support project by Tipsmidler & Mr Ivan Dalsgaard

Newspaper stand provided to School under School 
Support project by Tipsmidler & Mr Ivan Dalsgaard
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Working Children Special Children

CASP continued its interventions with working CASP projects for differently abled children aim 
children in Madapur Khadar, Sangam Vihar and to assist these special children to attain the 
Khanpur areas of Delhi this year too. The focus of fullest extent of their genetic potential. This is 
this programme is to improve their health and despite the restrictions placed by their being 
educational attainments and assist them to stop physically, or mentally challenged. 
working.

These children who are engaged in rag picking are 
from migrant families from the North East of the 
country. The younger children sort out the 
material collected for further sale to the 
contractors while older children participate in the 
rag picking themselves. The issues we work on are 
to provide parents with a sense of the importance 
of education, assisting them with their education 
which is in Hindi which is not the family language 
and integrating them with the mainstream. 

CASP-Plan continues running 5 Knowledge 
The Muskan project, being implemented by CASP Enhancement Centres (KEC) in the program area. 
Plan Delhi aims to enable children who are These centres prepare children for formal 
mentally or physically challenged and also socially education and assist in admissions to Govt. school. 
deprived CASP-Plan is implementing this project in Remedial education is also provided to children 
Sangam Vihar, Madanpur Khadar and Badarpur who are now enrolled to assist them keep up with 
with the key goal of “inclusion.” CASP aims to their classes. 330 children attended the KECs in 
ensure that special children are able to join the year and 96 children were admitted to Govt. 
mainstream schools (as guaranteed by the Right to schools.
Education). This year 10 girls and 19 boys were 

Numerous sports, literary and cultural activities admitted in Govt. Schools.
were organised to encourage the children to 

CASP-Plan is running 5 Gyan Jyoti Kendras (GJK)for interact with children from other communities. 
these special children (3 in SangamVihar and 1 This participation is important as the children are 
each in Badarpur and Madanpur Khadar) with the not well integrated and tend to be marginalized in 
purpose of mainstreaming children. A total of 159 school. The programmes provided the children 
special children (86 boys and 73 girls) attend these with a means to develop their confidence and 
centres. There are 9 children with orthopedic interpersonal skills.  
handicaps, 78 who are mentally challenged, 9 are 

The Parents Advisory Groups that had been visually impaired, 27 are hearing impaired, 21 
formed earlier continued to function well. Parents have cerebral palsy while 14 have multiple 
come together to understand children’s issues. disabilities. 
This also provides a forum for the adults to 

Mainstreaming or the process of having these develop a sense of community and work together. 
children admitted to regular government schools 

Special Projects

-----Children attending Gyan Jyoti Kendra
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During the next year we aim to ensure that all 
children enrolled in the GJKs will receive their 
entitlements and so will any other children who 
are newly enrolled.

CASP Mumbai Unit runs a special sponsorship 
programme for physically and mentally 
challenged children of employees of the Mumbai 
Port Trust. Three children are supported under 
this programme where the children are provided 
with additional assistance for continuing their 

is a years long process. Children have to be children’s education as well as medical treatment. 
provided supportive therapy and education The staff of CASP provided motivation, counseling 
according to their special needs. This is provided and guidance to the parents as well as sponsored 
by CASP through its GJK. The project staff also children. These were provided by means of both 
works with parents and counsels them about their home visits and school engagements. During the 
child conditions and how it is possible for the child period under report, educational and medical 
to be mainstreamed. 29 Children (19 Male & 10 
Female) were mainstreamed in reporting period.

Various hospitals in Delhi (including Pandit Madan  
Mohan Malviya Hospital , National Institute for 
Mentally Handicapped, R.M.L Hospital and G.B. 
Pant Hospital, provide assistance in assessment of 
special children and issuing disability certificates 
and Rail concession certificate. These provide 
children with access to disability pension under 
the Disability Act and the facility of free travelling 
in Indian Railway with escort. The project has 
intensively   networked with agencies such as 
NIMH, NIHH, Amar Jyoti Charitable Trust, and 
National Association for Blind, Blind Relief 
Association, Govt. schools   and various other 
organizations.

The numbers of children who were assisted in 
obtaining various entitlements from the Govt. is as 
follows: -

Type of certificate Boys Girls Total 

Disability Certificate 47 22 69

Rail 20 9 29

Concession Certificate

Disability Pension 16 12 28
assistance has been provided to the 3 sponsored 

Bus Pass 11 9 20 children and they have been facilitated to apply for 
Appliances from other 14 11 25 various entitlements from the Govt.  and from 
organisations other NGOs.

Volunteer helping the child to wear gaiter

Distribution of Hearing Aid cells by Sumeet Foundation

Distribution of Hearing Aid cells 
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Sumeet Foundation which is managed by a former CASP Pune Unit supported by Yardi Software 
Trustee and Hon. Treasurer of CASP Shri SR Mehta implemented the Ensuring Education Continues 
continued to work with CASP for special children. project. 50 children from under privileged families 
In the year the foundation provided assistance to of Janata Vasahat who were identified as weak in 
children who were challenged and marginalized studies and unlikely to pass their Class X exams by 
by providing them with hearing aid cells, the school teachers are the beneficiaries. CASP 
scholarships. took this up as a challenge and has commenced an 

intervention with them since Dec 2014. Special 
Children of Jail Inmates tution classes are arranged for these children to 

help them with their weak subjects. Home visits CASP Delhi continued its support for children of 
are conducted to understand the issues within the inmates of Tihar Jail. 118 children (54 boys and 82 
family and help them to resolve them. Parents and girls) continue to be supported with funds 
children’s meetings are arranged to motivate the provided by TdH Denmark (67 children) and KC 
children and parents to help the child to complete Mahindra Education Trust (51 children). The 
his/her basic education. Quarterly parents children range from Class I to class 12 and are 
meetings are arranged for the parents of children provided with support till they complete school or 
under Ensuring Education continues project in their parents were released from jail. 
Janata Vasahat. 

All children are provided school uniform, shoes & 
Seven children were identified as having major socks, books, note- books, pencil box & other 
problems in reading and writing. They underwent stationary items required for proper schooling. In 
learning disability and IQ assessment in Morris case they face financial constraints school fees are 
Trust and later also at Sassoon hospital for also reimbursed. Families who require it are also 
Government Board certification. This certificate provided legal assistance and nutritional support. 
ensures that children are provided with 

The children are also provided with opportunities concessions while appearing for the board exams.  
for entertainment and learning. They participated Three girls were certified to have learning 
in a creativity workshop last summer where they disability and have got a certificate. Next year they 
learned how to make paper flowers, design will appear for the board exams where they will be 
jewelry and work with clay. The children and their provided facilities like – Reader, Writer and Extra 
families were also taken for a picnic to the Delhi time and allowed to use a calculator.
zoo where they were able to see animals they only 
hear and read about. 
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Health is a determinant of the quality of life and 
productivity as also the growth and development 
of a child. In the last year CASP continued its focus 
on health as a focus area for our programmes. 
Since CASP follows the life cycle approach all age 
groups from children in the womb (pregnant 
mothers) to senior citizens. 

CASP Mumbai Unit implements programmes to 
enhance the health of beneficiaries in Powai, 
Jogeshwari and Madh Island parts of the city. This 
project is focussed on creating awareness of 
health issues and increasing the uptake of services Centre for further treatment. Weekly clinics by a 
either from the public or the private sector. The gynaecologist and a paediatrician are also run at 
project provides services to more than 12,000 Filterpada and at Jogeshwari where treatment is 
people in Filterpada, Powai, to more than 17,000 made available free of cost.
people along the Jogeshwari Vikhroli Link Road 

CASP Mumbai Unit organised general health 
and almost a thousand on Madh Island. 

camps and pathological tests for 168 marginalized 
CASP also employs 19 Community Health Workers girl children for Worli and Bhandup projects and 
who provide services to 500 families each. By also 155 Sr. Citizens of four centres which help 
means of household visits and also group them to know the health status and maintain their 
meetings they provide information to women and normal health.
young mothers on issues related to pregnancy, 

CASP-Plan Delhi implemented the “Optimal 
child care and services that are available from the 

Health” project in Madanpur Khadar and 
government. The community workers also 

Badarpur focusing on maternal and child health. 
provide treatment for minor illnesses using the 

25 community health workers identified pregnant 
basic treatment kit provided to them. 

women and encouraged them to deliver their 
The L&T Health Centre Health conducts regular babies in institutions. During the reporting period 
check up camps to screen individuals for illnesses, 780 deliveries were reported by the CHWs out of 
anemia and malnutrition.  Individuals who require which 520 were institutional deliveries. As 
further treatment are referred to the L&T Health compared to last year institutional deliveries have 

increased by 10%. 

Awareness sessions on immunization, nutrition, 
birth preparedness, antenatal check-ups and high 
r i s k  p re g n a n c i e s  we re  a l s o  re g u l a r l y  
conducted.1260 mothers attended the sessions. 
40 women having high risk symptoms were 
referred to the Primary Health Centre. Linkages 
have been established with ICDS Anganwadi 
workers and the Primary Health Centre to increase 
uptake of child and mother’s health services. Total 
1113 children were immunized through the 

Health

Regular Health Checkup

Regular Health Checkup
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support of 25 Community Health Workers.

A TB clinic is run in collaboration with Dr. Lala Ram 
Saroop hospital where 52 patients were registered 
and 14 patients completed their treatment.  

Mobile health camp(SwasthyaMela) was 
organized in collaboration with AWC & PHC. The 
camp was focus on child health issues like 
diarrhoea, malnutrition, ARI, immunization etc. 
Total 2000 mothers have participated in the camp.

6 mother support groups having 60 members have 
been established in the community who are Under CABA Project, 500 children of school going 
disseminating the information on immunization age received monthly nutrition throughout the 
and nutrition in the ICDS Centres. year.

CASP Pune Rural Unit implemented the CASP Delhi has been providing preventive and 
Prevention of Parent to Child transmission of HIV curat ive  ser v ices  to  the  res idents  of  
Project (PPTCT) project which entered its final and MadanpurKhadar. Towards prevention the unit 
consolidation phase during the year. This project organised six health camps to create awareness 

about diseases that are prevalent in the area. 
More than 1,500 people attended these camps 
and received information about Tuberculosis, 
Water-borne diseases (like Typhoid fever, Cholera 

was being implemented since May 2010 in 12 
blocks of Pune District less the urban area has 
shown impressive increases in uptake of HIV 
testing services. More than 35,000 women were 

and Hepatitis A), Vector-borne diseases (malaria motivated and accepted testing during pregnancy. 
and dengue), Diabetes, Malnutrition and Family More than 4000 spouses were also tested.
Planning. Dental care checkup and treatment 

In addition 136  PLHIV were assisted to obtain camp was also organised. 
benefits of the Sanjay Gandhi Niradhar Yojana 

Myopia is a common cause of poor scholastic under which a PLHIV gets Rs 900 per month as 
performance and cataract remains the most pension from the Government. 15 Children / 
common cause of preventable blindness in India. adults living with HIV were also linked up with FPA-
Camps were conducted with assistance from the Family Planning Association, Pune to receive 
RP Centre for Opthalmic Sciences the apex eye monthly nutrition.
care institution in the country. Almost 3,000 

Prevention of Parent to Child transmission of HIV Project

Support Group Meet

Nutrition Camp 
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up by doctors in Pen between January 2016 and 
March 2016. De-worming tablets were given to 
the children.

CASP Gujarat undertook various health activities 
in the year. Government of Gujarat has been 
providing 2 lakh insurance for the people who are 
below poverty line and family whose income is 
below 1.80 lakh per annum thorough MA ( 
Mukhya Mantri Amrutam Card). During the year 
CASP has spread awareness in project area also 
facilitated 50 families to get this card. With 

individuals attended these camps where 86 coordination of Block Health Office we arranged 
people received cataract care. 57 children of camp for MA card in Lakadia and 28 cards were 
school going age and another 745 people who provided to the beneficiaries in a day. 
were older were prescribed spectacles at these 

With the aim to help children take care of hygiene, 
camps which were free of cost. 

CASP Gujarat has distributed 140 hygiene kits to 
CASP Raigad Unit conducted a series of health sponsored children
check up camps. 341 children from Pen, Apte, 
Kandalepada, Urnoli, Amtem, Narangi, Gorthan, 
Kandale, Shirki and Irwadi were medically checked 

Cancer awareness

Press note of MA ( mukhyamantri Amrutam Card) camp at Lakadia organized by CASP with support of Block Health Office
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Adolescents

Adolescents are currently the most important 
demographic in the country. More than 25 % of 
the population of India is currently less than 25 
years of age and if we are able to utilise the skills, 
energies and abilities of this huge number of 
people who are about to enter the work force we 
would be able to expand our economy many times 
over. CASP too is seized of this imperative and has 
been working with adolescents for many years 
now. This age group is particularly vulnerable and 
requires programmes specially designed to 
address their concerns. 

participated in this event which received 
tremendous support from community leaders, 

CASP Plan Delhi continued to implement the 
Gram Panchayat and officers from the e  ducation 

“Safer Cities for Girls” project. Under this project 
dept. Lakhamsari Primary School won the trophy 

the communities are involved in identifying areas 
of the girl’s tournament while Government Boys 
Primary School won the boys under 14 cricket 
tournament winning trophy. 

 CASP Gujarat organised a one day workshop with 
adolescent girls with resource persons from 
Shaishav Bhavanagar. 82 Girls participated in this 
workshop which discussed Gender, Physical and 

where girls and even young boys feel unsafe and 
help them identify safe spaces. The project also 
aims to bring these issues to the notice of the duty 
bearers. This advocacy has resulted in increased 
awareness and greater initiative on the part of all 
sections of society. 

CASP Gujarat organises a “Under 14 years cricket mental changes during adolescence, physical 
tournament” for students of the seven schools in abuse, menstruation & personal hygiene, and self 
and around Lakadia. The tournament is organised defense.  Sessions with mothers of the girls in 4 
for both boys and also for girls. This is a unique villages were also organised to help them interact 
initiative that initially faced a lot of doubts from with their daughters. Issues related to 
the community. But today this has become a adolescence, traditional and cultural beliefs about 
regular feature for CASP.  135 players of 9 teams 

Safer Cities Campaign 

Under 17 Cricket Tournament for Girls at 
Lakadia MKB Gada HIghschool

Adolescent Education session 82 girls participated in it.
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menstruation and child safety and gender.  102 CASP Mumbai Unit Organised awareness 
women participated in these sessions. programme for Adolescents at MADH PROJECT

CASP Pune Rural Unit organised Sessions for We had organized health education programme 
adolescents on sexual and reproductive issues. for Adolescent girls and boys through expertise 
Total 13,915 adolescents were sensitized through resource person on  24/10/2015    in which 32 
these sessions. Adolescent girls and  34 Adolescents  boys were 

participated.  We have covered the following 
topics through resource persons which are as 
follows :-

• Adolescents changes

• Menstruation

• Masturbation

• Virginity

• Conception

• Mother & Child health

• Family Planning methods

• Abortion

• Infertility

• (RTI/STI/STDS) (HIV/AIDS)

• Sexual Abuse

• Homosexuality/Heterosexuality

 The objective of this programme was to assist 
them for  developing life skills that will equip them 
for safe responsible sexual lives and parenthood.

The resource person had took an interactive 
session on the above mentioned topics. 

Life skill programme for adolescents in CABA project

Adolescent Awareness Session 
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CASP recognizes seniors as a valuable asset within seniors are enrolled.
communities and families as they provide children 

§ Ram Mandir  Hall, Fisher Men colony, Mahim, 
with a sense of belonging and stability. This is 

Mumbai, for 55 elderly people. 
particularly s where mothers are working and it is 
the grandparents who primarily care for the §  Indira Gandhi Mahila Vikas Kendra, Marol 
children. CASP also recognises seniors as change Pipe Line, J.B.Nagar, Andheri for 35 elderly 
agents who can bring about major changes people
especially in a society like ours where seniors are 

§ Gaondevi, Filterpada Mumbai for 40 elderly 
treated with due respect. 

people  
Seniors particularly those in poor communities 

These centres have regular schedules where 
tend to suffer from poor self esteem and see 

seniors participate in activities like Yoga, indoor 
themselves as a hindrance. They do not find place 

games, music, etc. The facilitators read news 
for themselves in their homes and tend to be in 

paper articles and moderate discussions on issues 
poor physical and mental health. In order to 

like safe drinking water, nutrition in old age, and 
mitigate their situation CASP runs Senior Citizens 

seniors are encouraged to share stories that they 
Centres with the following objectives: -

recollect. Seniors were also taken for a day picnic 
1) To  maintain  health of elderly people to give them time away from their routine. As a 

result of these events the seniors report improved 
2) To  provide psychological support to elderly 

mobility and an improved sense of well being. 
people

JL Thompson and Co had invited seniors for a 
3) To engage the elderly with current 

Diwali event with their staff on 6th November 
developments

2015. This was a special event where the staff of 
the company dressed in all their finery and played 
games with the seniors. The seniors came away 
with a sense of being wanted and appreciated. 

A general health check-up and pathological check-
up of all elderly peoples was organized twice 
during the year. Seniors requiring further health 
interventions were identified and assisted in 
accessing the same.

DAY CARE CENTRES FOR ELDERLY PEOPLE

CASP Mumbai Unit runs four Day Care Centers for 
elderly people with support from Bombay 
Community Public Trust; Give India and JL 
Thompson Ltd.  These are located at 

§ Sai Baba Temple Hall, Near Golphadevi 
Temple, Worli Koliwada, Mumbai where 40 

Senior Citizens 

Health Checkup Camp for Sr. Citizens

Health Checkup Camp for Sr. Citizens
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Community Development

C A S P  co nt i n u e d  i t s  fo c u s  o n  Wate r,  Khadar in an attempt to encourage more families 
Environmental Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) to also avail of this service. 
and Water and Environmental Sanitation (WES) 
during the year.  

CASP Mumbai continued with its emphasis on 
Water and Environmental Sanitation (WES) during 
the year. Clean communities have been a recurring 
theme to ensure that children and entire 
communities have a clean and safe environment. 
Clean house and clean community competitions 
continue to be organised in Madh and JVLR as part 
of the LTPCT supported Sarvodaya project.  

CASP Pune has been implementing the NORMA 
WASH project in fifty schools across the city and 
rural areas around. Under the project CASP has 
completed repairs and renovation of washrooms 
in twenty five schools and also installed 

CASP Delhi had supported two safai mitra to 
undertake door to door garbage collection. These 
individuals are now independent of CASP and run 
the process as a business. Two other safai mitra 
have now been employed in a different part of 

Cleaniness Drive organized at JVLR

Cleaniness Drive organized at JVLR

Cleaniness Drive by the volunteers

Incinerators to destroy sanitary napkin

Children's Club
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incinerators to destroy sanitary napkins in some now being used for washing and cleaning. We have 
schools. Childrens clubs are now functional in all since noted a remarkable difference in the 
schools to involve the children in maintenance of personal hygiene as also improved attendance in 
drinking water and washroom facilities. school. 

CASP Plan Delhi expanded its reach to Haryana The unit also three Village Development 
during the year by renovating toilets and other Committee to provide increased interaction with 
facilities in 20 schools near Faridabad. This project the community and to enhance sustainability. The 
is also being complimented with initiatives to VDC in Lakhamsari hamlet VDC is active and has 
involve the school children in hand washing and been advocating with the government for an 
other events. Anganwadi and better infrastructure in the village. 

In Kaththaddhar area the VDC is responsible for 
the distribution of water from the borewell dug by 

CASP.  In Govindpar the VDC is advocating for the 
CASP Gujarat  – assisted the people of 

road to be improved. 
Kaththaddhar (a backward area of Rapar town 
whose 52 household do not have any water supply  Due to lack of awareness, information and lengthy 
from the Nagar Palika or any other source). A documentation process the poor do not get the 
borewell was dug and provided to the hamlet with advantage of Government schemes.  CASP Gujarat 
funds from Mr. Ivan Dalsgaard of TdH Denmark. A assisted people as given 
team of scientists from ISRO conducted a ground Particular Nos of 
water survey from satellite maps. A 218 feet deep Beneficiary
borewell was dug and a motor pump fitted. This 

MA ( Mukhyamantri Amrutam Card ) 78has been placed in the hamlet school. The water is 
Ration card (support for addition 19

of new members)  

Income Certificate 10

Toilet subsidy 118

( Under Swachchh Bharat) 

Shram Yogi Card 165

Work of digging of borewell at Kaththaddhar area of Rapar
Inauguration of borewell by Dr Agrawal

Escorts representative during visit
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Trade  Trained 

during 2015 - 16

Employed till date Average Income (In Rs)  

    Self 

Employed 
Other 

jobs  
Self Employed Other jobs 

Computer  1 26 4,000 -15,000 5,000 - 10,000 

Basic Tailoring   217 7 1,000 - 2000 5,000 - 10,000 

Advance 

Tailoring  132 6 - 4,000 5,000 - 15,000 

Beautician  121 18 -  8,000 3,000 – 10,000 

Cooking Skills

  

24

 

5

 

3,500 –

 

40,000

 

3,000 –

 

4,000

 

 Total  

123

367

196

206

89

1010  513 65     

 

Across all Locations

Elect. Wireman 18 3 5,000 – 8,000 9,000 – 11,00029

1,000 

1,000 

Livelihoods

CASP has been implementing numerous vocational training centres in four locations – 
programmes for ensuring livelihoods for people in Mumbai Central, Marol (Andheri), Filterpada 
the communities where we work. This is done with (Powai) and Majaswadi (Jogeshwari). Tailoring 
the objective of increasing disposable incomes courses are run at all centres and an advanced 
with families which result in increased tailoring course is also run at Marol and Filterpada 
discretionary spending for children. As a result centres where women learn to stitch fancy dresses 
children get improved nutrition, enjoy better with flounces, embroidery etc. A beautician 
health, have higher educational attainments and course is run at all centres less Majaswadi. A 
thus brighter future prospects. computer basics course is also run at the Mumbai 

Central and Marol centres where both boys and 
CASP Mumbai  commenced implementing 

girls attend. The numbers of young people trained 
vocational training programmes in Mumbai in 

over the year are as follows: -
2009 with support from L&T Public Charitable 
Trust at Marol Andheri. This process has now At Bhandup a tailoring centre supported by Shri 
grown and LTPCT is supporting CASP run Kumaramangalam Birla continues to provide 

tailoring training to women. During the year 208 
women were trained at the centre. These 
individuals are earning an average of Rs 3000 to 
4000. 

CASP Nagpur sub unit also conducted vocational 
training course in beautician, supported by the 
family of Late Shri Purushottam Kale. During the 
year, 45 women were trained at the centre. These 
individuals are earning an average of Rs. 3500/- to 
4000/- till date.

Tailoring Classes runs at JVLR
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CASP Raigad unit is running Vocational training from November 2015. During the period 19 
center for women and girls in tailoring at Pen. children successfully completed the basic 
During the year 108 women and girls undertook Computer course MS-Office. These vocational 

centers are funded by Shri. Kumarmangalam Birla.

CASP Delhi has supported 28 Self Help Groups 
(SHG) since the last 6 years where more than 412 
members participate. They are depositing their 
money into a saving scheme, which are deposited 
in the bank. Below table is explaining the five 
year’s inter loaning transition and savings of the 
groups-: 

In the last year NAI PAHAL SHGs also began making 
small items for festive occasions. These included 
small oil lamps, savoury eatables, Holi festival 
colors, table mats, paper bags, jewellery, envelope 

training in basic tailoring. Out of these, 70 women 
have started small businesses at home. These 
women report earning upto Rs. 500- Rs. 700 per 
month approx. which is an important additional 
income for their families. The women are also able 
to save money by stitching their own clothes at 
home. 

The unit also runs Computer classes for children 

and files. CASP has marketed these products in 
campus of multinational companies , local 
markets and at the individual level. The unit is now 
looking to organize trainings and develop 
marketing option. 

The unit under the auspices of the Gender 

Total No. of Groups  28 

No. of Members (Approx.)  412

Total Saving 36,31,400/

Loan given 1,14,56,900/

Total recovery 96,59,700/

Interest received 10,47,711/

Default 03

Bank Account opened 28

Status of Trainees SHGs in Delhi Unit

Traiing in basic tailoring for Women

Runs Computer classes for children

NAI PAHAL SHGs stall
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Resource Centre of the Delhi Government VAMASVA:  Mr. Ivan Dalsgaard – TdH Denmark 
provides vocational training in Beauty Culture and has provided funds for establishing a revolving 
Cutting and Tailoring. A total of 223 women were fund to assist women establish small businesses.  
trained during the year 2015-16. CASP Gujarat provided interest free loan to 12 

women ranging from Rs, 3000 to 10000 for CASP Plan Delhi has been providing support to 
initiation of new business or development of ensuring livelihoods by diverse means. During the 
existing work. We have noticed remarkable year the unit provided vocational training to 65 
outcome from this interest free loan support in girls and 33 boys living in Badarpur area in 
terms of financial and living condition and Customer relations Sales through EMPOWER, a 
approach for education.  training institute. Of these 32 girls and 29 boys 

have got jobs in various malls and they are earning CASP Pune Rural unit implements the SAKSHAM 
between Rs.8000 and Rs. 10000/ per month. initiative, which aims to redefine and enhance 

livelihood opportunities for victims of commercial Under the Healthy Future for Slum Dweller the 
unit has also developed a scalable business model 
in which distribution points providing water 
filtering and conserving technologies to residents 
at an affordable and competitive price. A group of 
18 women have been identified for training in 
marketing and entrepreneurship during the year. 
The process will be taken forward in the next year. 

The unit has also trained 102 youth (54 boys and 
47 girls) as part of the Saksham Project. These 
young people are now earning between Rs 5,800 
and Rs 16,500 per month

sexual exploitation and trafficking (VOCSET) and 
women affected by AIDS (WAA). This project is Vocational Training  (Tailoring Training)  
funded by Axis Bank Foundation through Plan 

CASP  Gujarat is running vocational training center India and aims at reaching out to up to 5000 
at Lakadia and also run 6 months course in Rapar beneficiaries in Pune District of Maharashtra State 
and Khirai village. 62 women learnt tailoring and provide them with sustainable livelihood 
training this year. opportunities. The project forms livelihoods 

groups of women living in the same area who are 
organized into joint liability groups (JLGs) of 5-8 
members. They are then be assisted in identifying 
opportunities for livelihood promotion, provided 
group counseling, aptitude building, monitoring 
and follow up support. This project will ensure that 
the children of beneficiaries will have access to 
adequate nutrition and school education. This in 
turn will result in prevention of second generation 
trafficking and HIV. The project is ongoing since 
May 2012 in 10 blocks of Pune District. Linkages Shantiben started her business after success of tailoring work

Jayshri Khute started her business from RLF
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have been built with government officials and 
non- government organisations and advocacy 
meetings conducted with medical officers, 
elected members of local self government bodies 
and various formal and non formal institutions 
working at the block & district level. 

In the year under review, 169 groups were formed 
and assistance given to 920 beneficiaries in the 
form of Revolving Loan Fund. The groups in turn 
have passed on the assistance @ Rs 4500/- per 
beneficiary.

CASP – Rajagiri Outreach Kerala - Rajagiri College 
of Social Sciences OUTReach (the collaboration 
with CASP) initiated two units of income 
generating programmes at Edavanakkad and 
Arattupuzha.  This was implemented with support 
from TdH Denmark, and Self Help Groups at both 
these sites. They will soon start lending activities 
for the members.  Both the groups started fish 
processing.  As monsoon is coming they expect a 
good market for dried fish and pickle.

Savita Pawar started her business from 
Saishraddha Mahila JLG

Vaishali Dodmani from Omkar Mahila JLG, Dehuroad

SHG Members of Edavanakkad packing Dried fish
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Trainings undertaken at various units of CASP

CASP GUJARAT UNIT
FromName of 

Programme
Training Type of 

(Staff/Volunteers)
trainees No of 

trainees

To Issues covered 

Workshop on 
Child Rights 
organized by 
Child Right 
Collective Gujarat

100 21-11-2015 26-11-2015

Training on 
Adolescent 

Workshop on 
preparation of  
module for 
training for 
Panchayat 
members/officials 
regarding child 
right  Org. by 
SIRDA - State Inst. 
Of Rural 
Development

3 Staff members 
and 6 Children 
from 
Bal Panchayat 
group

2 Members 
from CASP 

10 Programme
 staff& Volunteers

18

50

03-11-2015 -

27-02-2016 29-02-2016

Child Right, Child Health , 
Education and Child 
Protection

Child Right and child 
protection issues at 
Panchayat level and 
prepare module on 
training for 
Gram Panchayat members.

Physical and mental 
changes during the 
adolescent 

04-11-2015

CASP PLAN DELHI UNIT
FromName of 

Programme
Training Type of 

(Staff/Volunteers)
trainees No of 

trainees

To Issues covered 

Disaster reduction 
and risk 
management 

All 23-03-2016 26-11-2015

Financial 
Management

All Staff

Staff 3 18-02-2016
-

Disaster relief 

Unit finances26-02-2016

CASP PUNE UNIT
FromName of 

Programme
Training Type of 

(Staff/Volunteers)
trainees No of 

trainees

To Issues covered 

Chile Protection 2 11-01-2016 13-01-2016

NGO Partners
Conference CSR
Give India

Project Managar
& Coordinator

Project Managar 1 27-03-2016
-

Child Rights & Protection
Policies

CSR Issues28-03-2016
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CASP MUMBAI UNIT
FromName of 

Programme
Training Type of 

(Staff/Volunteers)
trainees No of 

trainees

To Issues covered 

Foster Care 
Project & Family 
Empowerment

Discussion about 
children's future 
who have 
completed their 
18 years of age in 
the remand home 

Training on 
Syllabus

Child Protection

Training on WASH

Child Protection

Training on repair 
and maintenance 
of sewing machine

Training on 
Communicable 
disease & comm-
unication skill

Development 
Promoter

Development 
Promoter

Tailoring Teacher

Programme 
Officer 
& Coordinator

Community 
Health workers

Project Manager,
Development 
Promoter & 
Coordinator

Tailoring Teacher

Community health 
worker and 
development 
promoter

2

2

7

2

19

13

7

26

6.5.2015

6.7.2015

24.10.2015

11.1.2016

14.1.2016

29.1.2016

4.2.2016

8.2.2016

-

-

-

13.1.2016

-

-

-

9.2.2016

Implementation procedure 
for Foster Care Project, 
Training to youth, Career 
guidance for 10th & 12th 
standard students and 
exposure visit, children 
felicitation programme and 
felicitate parents those 
who are increase their 
monthly income.

To obtain documents i.e. 
PAN card, Aadar card, 
election card etc. for  those  
children who are 
completed their 18 years 
of age in the remand 
home. 

Western top, Saree 
Petticoat & Gown

Child marriage act 2006, 
justice juvenile act & 
posco.

Health & hygiene, good 
habits, personal hygiene 
etc.

Child marriage act 2006, 
justice juvenile act & 
posco.

Repair and Maintenance of 
sewing machines i.e. half 
shuttle, full shuttle & 
zigzag singer machine

Communicable disease like 
HIV Aids, T.B. etc. as well as 
communication skill
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CASP MUMBAI UNIT
FromName of 

Programme
Training Type of 

(Staff/Volunteers)
trainees No of 

trainees

To Issues covered 

Training on Beautician

Training on Beautician

Training on Beautician

Training on Beautician

Training on Beautician

Training on Beautician

Training on Beautician

Training on Beautician

Beautician teacher

Beautician teacher

Beautician teacher

Beautician teacher

Beautician teacher

Beautician teacher

Beautician teacher

Beautician teacher

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

12.12.2015

16.12.2015

26.12.2015

17.12.2015

3.1.2016

6.1.2016

20.2.2016

27.2.2016

-

-

-

-

-

-

22.2.2016

-

Skull Bone & Muscles

Beauty, Hair and Skin

Skin, and Manicure 

Bones & Muscles

Introduction and Make up

Nails

Make up

Practice

CASP PLAN DELHI UNIT
FromName of 

Programme
Training Type of 

(Staff/Volunteers)
trainees No of 

trainees

To Issues covered 

Workshop on 

Protection of 

Children Against 

Sexual Offences,

(POCSO)

Workshop on 

Disaster 

Management & 

First Aid

Migration and 

Urban Poverty 

in India

Workshop on 

'Digital Story 

Telling

Workshop on 

Education 

and Care

Staff

3 staff+ 

3 volunteer+ 

45 Children

Staff

1 staff+

1 volunteer

Staff

2

51

2

2

2

20th May2015

11th August 2015

27th August 2015

12th Sep 2015

21st Sep 2015

21st May 2015

11th August 2015

28th August 2015

12th Sep 2015

22nd Sep 2015

Sexual Offences, 

Child Safety

First Aid and Safety from 

natural & manmade 

disasters

Facets of migration and 

urban poverty in India and 

its impact on children

Training on how to do 

digital storytelling

Ways to improve 

Education system, 

Fundamental problems 

with education system
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Mr. Ajay Talreja is our sponsor. He gives On 4th January 2016 sponsor Mr. Nitin Naik (Life 
sponsorship to 20 children. He always comes to member of CASP) visited the children sponsored 
CASP Pune Unit with his family to meet their 20 by Mr. Nitin Naik & his friends at various places i.e. 
sponsored children. This time Mrs. Talreja visited Shiv Bendse, Shirki, Kandale, Irwadi & Pen. The 
CASP Pune Unit on 13/02/2016. Mrs. Talreja meets staff of Raigad unit was present with Mr. Naik and 
18 sponsored children and she also talked with HO officials during their visits to different areas. 
their parents. She discussed financial and heath Mr Naik explained his views & guided the children 
related problems of the families. She also gave to take education so that they will become self 
guidance to her sponsored children about studies, reliant. At the same time he asked them not to 
hobbies and their career. Mrs. Talreja and all forget their parents and give good care and love to 
sponsored children felt great to meet each other.   the parents when they will become self reliant. 

Sponsor Visits

Mrs. Talreja and sponsored children Visit Photo Mr. Ajay TalrejaMr. Nitin Naik with his sponsored children
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Vivek Baghban Sharma

Vivek lives in Pratapnagar area of Jogeswari (E) in Mumbai. After 

completion of his 12th grade he could not get a suitable job for himself to 

support his family. Vivek got to know about the Electrical wireman course 

being provided by CASP (Supported by L&TPCT) from the health worker of 

his area and realized that this could add a lot of value to his profile. Vivek 

enrolled in the course and completed three months training from March 2016 to May 2016.

After completing the course Vivek was placed with Bose & Co. in Andheri and now earns Rs. 8000/- per 

month. He says “this training not only helped me to get a job but also acquire knowledge and develop 

my self- confidence. “ 

Success Stories

Avinash Bharat Alte

Avinash Alte lives in Damunagar area of Borivili, Mumbai. He has completed 

11th grade and was working with Mahindra Company as a laborer.  Few 

months back due to a fire accident Avinash and his family lost their house 

and he also had to leave his job at Mahindra. Avinash then enrolled in the 

wireman course.  After completion of the course, Avinash was given a job at 

Bose & Co. in Andheri and now earns Rs. 8000/- per month. He now financially supports his family and 

has started reconstruction of his house.          

Seema Lalman Mishra

Seema Mishra lives in Pratapnagar area of Jogeswari (E) Mumbai. Few years back she and her family 

shifted to Mumbai in search of better livelihood options. Her husband worked as a security guard in a 

factory near Jogeswari. Two years back he suddenly died in an accident and Seema and her family were 

left helpless as her husband was the only bread earner. She then took admission in the basic tailoring 

course. Seema completed the course successfully after three months and now works as a tailor. She 

earns around Rs 8,000-10,000 per month and leads a very happy and healthy life with her son.   
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Sobha Sunil Dharmadhikar

Sobha Dharmadhikari was a housewife living with her husband and three daughters in Jogeswari(E). As 

her daughters were growing up, her household expenses were increasing and she was looking for ways 

of increasing the household income.  Sobha took admission in the food processing course beng run at 

Majaswadi Mumbai by CASP (supported by LTPCT). Sobha is now a cooking teacher and also puts up 

food stalls and takes orders for big events. She earns around Rs. 7,000-8,000 per month. She says, ‘I 

have not only learned to make new dishes but the course has boosted my confidence.  Now I am able to 

stand amongst people and talk. I am able to provide my daughters a healthy environment for their 

growth.  I owe all of this to CASP and L&TPCT.”

Supriya Santosh Parab

Supriya Parab lives in Meghwadi area of Jogeswari (E) Mumbai.  Her family used to  live on the single 

income of her husband which was not sufficient. She thus, started to look for livelihood options wanted 

to put up her own food stall in her locality. Therefore, she enrolled in the food processing course. After 

completion of the course she has set up a stall in Sarvodaya Nagar, Jogeswari (E), where she sells 

varieties of spices, chutneys and other items.  She earns around Rs. 8,000-10,000 per month.

Supriya says,” All that I am able to do today is because of the insights provided by my trainer and people 

of CASP. My trainer helped me in all possible ways and also boosted my self confidence. I would like to 

thank CASP and L&TPCT for running such courses for the needy people.”      

Janhavi - Joy Sowers Belgium

Janhavi is sponsored by Joy Sower’s, Belgium since 2006. At that time she was studying in Class 8 in 
Chandrakant Patkar Vidyalay at Dombivali. Her father was working as an accountant in a private office 
and earned Rs. 1800/- per month while her mother was a house wife. The family stayed in a rented 
house. In her own words - 

“Respected Sir/Maam, 

My name is Janhavi Rajan Vaidya, member of CASP since 8th standard. I completed my Bachelors in 
Accounting & Finance in the year. Through campus interview, I got selected for an Learn & Earn 
programme of 3 years in Wipro Ltd., Bangalore. My job profile being HR, the company also provides a 
PGDM in the same field from Symbiosis University. I have received help from your institution since 8th 
standard till my graduation regarding all my educational essentials, financially or otherwise. I am 
forever grateful for all the help and support you have offered. I appreciate your efforts, and I offer my 
sincere thanks to you.

Also, best wishes for your future endeavors. Keep up the good work!

Yours faithfully,

Janhavi R. Vaidya.”
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Deepali Vasantrao Bhiogade - AC

Deepali is 23 years old girl who used to be sponsored by A.C. Meritorious Child Support, Denmark. At 

that time she was studying in Second year B Tech Civil engineering at V.J.T.I. She had passed 10th 

Standard with 92.61% and she had passed standard 12th Science with 72.83% marks. Today she has 

completed her degree and now she is working with the Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai as a 

Junior Engineer and earns Rs.4.8 lakhs per annum.

Deepali’s father expired in the year 2008. Her mother still works as a farm labour and earns 

approximately Rs.4000/- to 5,000/- per month. Both Deepali and her mother support her younger 

brother Akshay who is yet to complete his education. 

Dhadam Shankar Bhima - AC

Shankar is under sponsorship programme since 2012, when he was 21 years old and was studying for 

his B Tech from VJTI Mumbai. His father Bhima was a farmer and earned Rs.3000/- per month while his 

mother Saraswati was a housewife. His elder brother Dattaram was working in a hotel and earned 

Rs.3500/- per month. 

Today Shankar is 24 years old and works as a quality engineer at Karwar, Karnataka where he earns 

Rs.20000/- per month. 

Amisha Anil Gawade, sponsored by Children Above All, Sweden passed with 

flying colours in the Maharashtra State Board March 2016 10th Std exam 

securing 92.80%.Amisha’s mother was much overwhelmed by her success. 

Amisha lost her father nine years ago when Amisha was 6 years old. Her mother 

and Amisha stayed at Koshimbale after her father’s death at her maternal 

grandparents house. Amisha’s mother helps her parents to run a small grocery 

shop. The financial condition of Amisha’s grandparents is not very sound. 

Amisha worked hard with he support of CASP to obtain good marks in her SSC 

exams.

According to Amisha, “I have attended the seminar organised by CASP Raigad unit for 10 th std students 

which has helped to a great extent. The Development Promoter of CASP, Kiran dada always motivated 

me to study hard”.

Amisha Anil Gawade

Sponsor : Children above all  Sweden
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Spontaneous views of the children who participated in the Diwali camp organised by CASP Raigad 

Translation of the letter written by Nikita-20757/SH sponsored by Children above all Sweden

I consider myself quite fortunate for being selected for CASP sponsorship.  Due 
to the poor economic background of myself and my friends supported by CASP, 
there were limitations to pursue our dreams.  I feel very much proud that due to 
CASP support, we have got an opportunity to complete our education in the best 
possible manner.  

I am very much interested in studying.  I am able to do so due to the support of 
CASP.  In addition to this, CASP also provides an opportunity for us to participate 
in various personality development camps, excursion etc.

I would like to mention one thing that CASP wholeheartedly strives hard to fulfil 
the dreams of their children. 

Children like me studying in 10th std and onwards are always busy worrying about their studies.  This 
tension does not allow them to think about things other than studies.  CASP comes as a helping hand to 
these children by organising diwali and summer camps where in children come in close contact with 
nature and outside world.

I thank my CASP development promoter, Manisha tai and other staff for their support and guidance.  
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 Saurabh D Patil

Sponsor -  A C International Child Support, Denmark

Children are like raw earthen pots in early age.  
Their personality moulds as we inculcate different 
good habits in them.  Nowadays the children are 
taking more interest in education.  This is 
happening due to the presence of organisations 
like CASP who are working for the betterment of 
rural children.  

I was eager to take education.  CASP’s support has 
helped me to take education from 2nd standard 
right upto present 9th standard for the last seven 
years.  I have not only received educational 
assistance from CASP but also received good 
exposure and encouragement to participate in the 
various activities conducted by CASP.  

CASP provides assistance to many other children 
like me to continue our education.  All the children 
look forward for better prospects in the future with 
the help of CASP.  CASP also takes care of the health 
issues of the children by organising medical 
checkup camps and awareness camps.  I wish that 
all the children supported through CASP should be 
successful in the future.

Ashwini Ambu Mhatre, sponsored by Sea Micro Inc. Team successfully 
completed her diploma in Computer Engineering by securing 72% marks in 
her exams. Ashwini owes this credit to CASP. According to Ashwini, “My 
father is the sole earning member to support his family of four children. 
Therefore the financial condition of my parents was not sound to continue 
my education. CASP supported me to pursue my dream of becoming Diploma 
Engineer. CASP’s support lessened my parents financial burden to some 
extent and this helped me to continue the education of myself and my 
siblings”.

Ashwini Ambu Mhatre

Sponsor : Children above all  Sweden
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Consent Letter
I , the undersigned hereby declare that I have passed the examination of standard 10th. I am first girl who cleared this 
examination of standard 10th at first attempt. I will continue schooling of standard 11th. I am the first girl who passed this 
examination at first try due to support of CASP sponsorship. So I have no objection if my photo will publish in annual report of 
CASP. So we have No Objection for publishment of my photo with my grandmother Saraben in annual report of CASP.
Yours 
Kumbhar Hanifa Sadhikbhai
s/d Guardian
RHT of Sarabaen Daudbhai
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Below is a Translation of letter written from Hanifa( File No. 50255/SH ) 

I am connected with CASP when I was studying in standard 3rd. I got all the 
supported for my education and schooling from CASP and that is the reason 
my parents have given permission for my education.  I have studied in my 
hamlet  Lakhamsari Primary school till standard 8th. Then my parents were 
disagree for my further education in highschool because it is 2 Km away 
from my hamlet.  Then social workers from CASP has visited my home and 
convinced my parents and family members for my education. They tried to 
understand them that there is no girl from this hamlet who has completed  
the schooling till standard 10th and it will be matter of proud if your girl 
achieve this milestone of completing standard 10th. Finally, my parents 
have given permission to me and enrolled me in Lakadia Girls High school. 

All the required educational support, items, stationary and school fees was provided by CASP. 

I have started to attend highschool in standard 9th in nearby village Lakadia and then pressure of 
community came on my parents.  Community leaders said that ‘ In muslim community girls should not 
be allowed for higher education”. My parents also came in to this pressure several times but due to 
constant visit and counseling from CASP social worker to my father and grand parents I succeed to 
continue my schooling. Once they have stated that there is way to Lakadia high school is not safe so we 
will not send me to school so CASP has provided bicycle for school transportation. This bicycle helped 
me lot and thus I can reach school on time and saved my time and above all it helped to convince my 
family members for my education.

CASP’s role in my education and life:- 

If I am not sponsored child of CASP , I might leave study after primary education. It was no chance to get 
education after 8th but CASP has supported me and convinced my parents for my higher education. 
After standard 9th when my family denied for high schooling CASP has provided me bicycle and 
convince again my father and grandparents for permission for Highschool education. 

If CASP has not helped me, I might not study in standard 10th. CASP has taken my all the responsibility of 
education and also provided all the support for my education and encouraged me for that. This brought 
lots of change in my life. I have recently passed examination of standard 10th with 55. 60% and this is 
only because of support of sponsorship from CASP.  In our Muslim community girls are not allowed for 
education after standard 5th or 6th in this situation CASP has taken all the responsibilities of my 
education and encouraged me for education and today I am first girl in my  hamlet who passed this 
examination till standard  10th with first attempt. I am proud for this but this all credit goes to my 
sponsor who helped me for me higher education. I hope that CASP will do the same work for other girls 
thus they also can get opportunity for education. If my parents give permission I will study in standard 
11th . I am also like to join to tailoring training. There is lots of changes in my life due to help and support 
from CASP. 

I will Thank Again to my sponsor CASP and I will never forget the help for my education that I could 
completed the examination of standard 10th .

Kumbhar Hanifa Sadhikbhai
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Dear Sir,

I am Shantiben Deepakbhai Solanki residing at Rapar. I have received Rs. 5000/- as loan without 
interest. I am so happy that I get this opportunity of learning work from CASP. I have started work and 
repaid all the amount of loan. I have expand my tailoring work by purchasing an automatic sewing 
machine and cloths. I have been earning Rs. 200 per day which is double what I used to earn earlier. I 
have also saved Rs. 8000 during the year. Now I can manage expense of my family. I am thankful to you 
that because of you I am confident that I can do something on my own.

I am now requesting you to sanction me another loan of Rs. 10000/- . With this I will sell small rugs and 
cloth in my home and earn some more money. I have to purchase cloths and some other items for this.

I am also thankful to the sponsor of my daughter Pooja who is supporting my child through CASP 
sponsorship. Thank you so much for all the support and help you have been providing for me.

Yours Faithfully

Shantiben Solanki

Below Letter from Shantiben Solanki resident of Rapar

Firoza is a woman who has been abandoned by her husband. She had 
dropped out of education after Class 5 and thus could not get a good job. 
earlier studied till class 5th  had been abandoned by her husband . She then 
joined the CASP-HCLT Bridge school and completed her Class 8 despite 
financial and family pressures. She is now working as a driver and earns a 
respectable income for her family. 

Mamta had to drop out of education just before her Class 10 exams in 2010 
as her family relocated to Madanpur Khadar. Even later due to financial 
issues she could not appear for her exams. After a gap of three years, Mamta 
joined the CASP-HCLT Bridge School. With one year of studies she 
successfully passed the 10th board exams.  This achievement gave her the confidence to go further. She 
enrolled for the Class12 board exams from NIOS and also decided to take nursing training in Aastha 
Medical. During the training period her work was noticed and immediately after completing training 
period she was appointed as a Nurse in the same Medical Center .She has since also completed her Class 
12th exam.

HCLT Bridge School in Delhi

Simran dropped out of school after she suffered Typhoid. Nobody in her family 
gave any importance to her education and she too didn’t take any initiative. 
After her marriage her husband motivated her to resume studying. She enrolled 
in the CASP-HCLT Bridge school and with the constant motivation from her 
husband and encouragement from her teacher she now wants to complete her 
graduation after completing her schooling. She wishes to provide coaching 
classes to other children in the future.
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Monika is 21 year old resident of Madanpur 
Khadar and has been associated with CASP-
Delhi Unit since the time she was studying in the 
8th standard. At the time of enrollment her 
family’s financial position was not good. Her 
father did not have a fixed job. Her mother used 
to be a housewife. Due to her father’s irregular 
income her family had to face a lot of financial 
constraints. They lived in a one room rented 
house. Despite all odds her parents and Monika 
herself were keen to get educated. 

In spite of facing so many financial constraints 
throughout her childhood Monika focused on 
her education and managed to complete her 
graduation in Arts last year. Inspired by her own 
struggles she decided to teach underprivileged 

children from her own community. She 
joined CASP as an educator in January 2016 
and is working with CASP ever since. She has 
been teaching children of class 6th, 8th & 
12th. Her parents are happy that their 
daughter has joined such a noble profession 
has become self dependent. 

“I would like to thank CASP Delhi Unit for not 
only supporting my school education but 
also helping me complete my graduation. 
Their constant support motivated me to 
achieve my goals. I would like to thank them 
for the regular guidance I got from them”.

Today, Monika is a graduate and is pursuing 
her Post Graduation while working. She also 
contributes financially whatever she can at 
home. She is also preparing for a 
government job. We at CASP-Delhi would 
also like to wish her the best in all her future 
endeavors.

Success Story of 
Monika 25900/Joy Sowers
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Jagtap Kadambari Deepak  

Sponsor – Mr. David Thatecher

Kadambari’s case was approved for sponsorship and financial support 
when she was 9 years old and studying in 5th std., at that time 
Kadambari’s father, Deepak was working as a security guard but he was 
an alcoholic person.  Kadambari’s mother worked part time job in a STD 
booth and used to earn Rs. 700/-.  Her younger sister was studying in 3rd 
std. 

Now Kadambari is 21 years old. She has completed her Diploma and 
Degree in Civil Engineering with distinction. Recently she got a job in 
Construction office as civil engineer.    

CASP family and Kadambari’s family feel proud about her progress. This has happened because of 
sponsor’s supporting hand. Kadambari and her mother are very thankful to CASP & CASP Family.  

After Getting job she visited CASP Pune Office &  promised to give support to one needy child & also 
conveyed her warm regards to her sponsor & CASP family. 

CASP -Yardi Ensuring Education Project focuses on children to prevent them from dropping out of the 
school due to various reasons such as poor economic condition, disinterest in studies, poor in studies 
etc. and ensure that they complete at least basic education (10th). We have 50 children under this 
project. And we send these children to the Manes’s classes to support their education.

Arati Gorakh Pawar is 15 yrs old and lives in Janata Vasahat. She lives with her parents and younger 
brother. Her mother is housemaid and her father is watchman. Their economic condition is poor. They 
live in only one room. Arati was average in studies. She had got only 42% (Third Class) in 9th std. So, we 
sent her to the Mane’s classes to support her in her education and counseled her time to time in her 
studies. Though she was below average student she took efforts and studied sincerely. We are happy to 
inform you that she got 55% (second class) in SSC examination. She thanked CASP and Mane sir, Project 
coordinator and Development Promoter for supporting her financially and emotionally throughout the 
year. Now, Arati has taken admission in Shahu College, Pune in 11th - Agricultural Science side. 

Sonali Shripati Muley is 15 yrs old and lives in Janata Vasahat. She is single parent child lives with her 
mother and younger sister and brother. Her mother is housemaid and their economic condition is very 
poor. They can hardly manage their expenses. She was good in studies but was unable to take education 
further due to poor financial condition. So, we sent her to the Mane’s classes to support her in her 
education. She had got 59% in 9th std. as we supported her she studied sincerely and took very much 
effort in studies. And she passed with first class and got 70% in SSC examination. Her mother and Sonali 
thanked CASP, Mane Sir and Project coordinator and Development Promoter for supporting her 
financially and motivating her throughout the year. Now, Sonali has taken admission in Sewasadan 
College , Pune in 11th std. in Commerce side.

CASP family wishes All the very Best to both of them for their bright future!!!  
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Kinosh Xavier 

Sponsor : Sir Dorabjee Tata Trust

 Kinosh Xavier, presently working as Tradesmanmate in Naval Ship Repairing 
Yard of Naval Base, Kochi was a beneficiary of the sponsorship scheme from 
Class 5th onwards. His family background comprised of parents and one 
younger brother. His father was a daily wage labourer in a workshop and was 
the only earning member of the family.  Even in this backdrop Kinosh was so 
pessimistic about a better future and found hard working. Our Social Worker 
always provided emotional counseling and support for Kinosh and his family. He 
was a regular participant in the meetings and camps and his parents were also 
very co-operative with our programmes. He got the sponsorship support from 
the sponsor till the completion of his Higher Secondary Education.  After that he 
worked at Rajagiri outreach and joined B.Com degree as correspondence 

simultaneously.  In between he has cleared UPSC examination and got employed as a Conductor in 
Kerala State Road Transport Corporation. Due to his continuous intense effort, last year he becomes a 
Central Government Employee and serves as a Tradesmanmate in NSRY, Naval Base, Kochi.  Still he is 
maintaining relationship with Rajagiri outREACH.

Kinosh is so happy that he could achieve a life as he wish.  He always mentioning thankfully that all his 
success could be attributed to the timely support received from the sponsor and guidance of  
outREACH.  The financial background of his family also changed a lot.  They could build a beautiful 
house.  His father and brother are welders.  He and his family are regularly keeping in touch with 
RAJAGIRI outREACH, even during these days. 
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Mahatma Gandhi,Jayprakash Narayan, Pandit Din Dayal Upadhay had told us the concept of Antodaya 

means the person who is on the last step vulnerable and marginalized should be given priority for 

development. If they are developed then the development of the society will take place. And then only 

the country will develop. Sometimes, it takes only a few words spoken in love to bring a person back 

from the brink. The concept of heredity was deeply rooted, and when leprosy was thought to be 

inherited, persons with the disease (and their children) were shunned. As deformity was considered 

divine punishment, stigma was associated with it. Because of associated ideas about heredity and 

contagion, children and families of persons with leprosy also suffered stigma. Studies found that only 

about 5% of spouses living with persons with the disease contracted it, making it clear that leprosy was 

not highly contagious. Leprosy is a disease, which still strikes fear in the societies as a mutilating, 

disfiguring, contagious and incurable disease. The stigma attached to leprosy leads to loss of 

employment even before manual labour becomes more difficult due to disability, which often results 

from late or no treatment. It also leads to exclusion from society, causing physical and emotional 

distress. Even to this day, when leprosy is completely curable with MDT (multi drug therapy), some 

parts of India uphold the belief that leprosy is a divine curse, a punishment of the past sins, and a result 

of immoral sexual behaviour. These beliefs reinforce the image of the „leper’ as being physically and 

morally unclean, to be blamed for contracting the disease and therefore to be ostracized. The repulsive 

physical image, the fear of infection and the belief that it is incurable are the root causes of the 

inhuman treatment that is often meted out to those who have leprosy. At all levels of society, leprosy 

often makes women more vulnerable, socially and economically, than men. Hence gender equity 

needs equal focus besides reducing stigma and discrimination. We have never considered Leprosy 

Affected Person is a part of our society. Leprosy attached to the body will be cured by medicine but 

what about the leprosy of our narrow mind how are we going to eradicate that. I therefore strongly feel 

that Leprosy Patient should be treated at home and not in the hospital. Due to which the family is not 

broken. Leprosy is hundred percent curable this scientific truth is also people are not accepting. This is 

really painful. Government today feel that the Leprosy has been eradicated but the truth is that every 

year new cases of leprosy are arising. Fear of leprosy like a darkroom where only negatives are 

developed. Even Doctors are afraid of treating leprosy paitient.Govenment failed to educate these 

doctors so far. I don’t understand how leprosy is counted in terms of percentage. Person who is 

affected by leprosy is suffered by cent percent stigma. Percentage is a parameter it is a fiction but not a 

truth, Truth is his stigma which is painful. ILU-HA organize workshop to empower these vulnerable 

people and create awareness about leprosy the facts and scientific truth to not only Leprosy Affected 

Persons but also educate general public.

Sharad Bhosale

Executive Director
ILU-HA Pune

International Leprosy Union- Health Alliance
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ILC-I is a voluntary organization working for senior citizens as a not-for-profit company since 2003 and has 
been founded by the late Dr. S. D. Gokhale. ILC-I is registered under Section 25 of the Indian Companies 
Act, 1956 (currently applicable under Section 8 of the Companies Act, 2013). ILC-I works in the fields of 
Research, Training, Policy, Advocacy, Documentation and field projects for the cause of population 
ageing.

The President of ILC is the renowned international scientist, Padma Vibhushan Dr. R. A. Mashelkar. The Vice 
President is Dr. Arun Nigavekar, former Chairperson, UGC and the Chairman is Mr. Jayant Umranikar, the 
former Director-General of Police.

The following activities were held in the year 2015-16:

Ø Valueducation: This was a joint project of ILC-I and CASP that was carried out in ten municipal schools 
for the underprivileged, covering nearly 1500 children in Pune. In this programme, the senior citizens 
impart traditional Indian values and morals to these school children, inculcating in them respect for 
elders and women, helping to forge a bonding between grandparents and grandchildren, and teaching 
them the habits of cleanliness, hygiene, sanitation, honesty, integrity and ethics on the lines of the 
traditional Indian systems. The methodology used for this is through folk tales and legends, poems, 
fables, mythological stories, songs, and through visual media like cartoons. An essay competition is 
held for these children on the topics that are given to them and are relevant to the cause of the elders 
and prizes along with certificates signed by the Executive Directors of CASP and ILC-I are given to the 
winners.

Ø The World Elders’ Day was celebrated on the 1st of October 2015 by the International Longevity 
Centre- India (ILC-I) in the presence of nearly 300 senior citizens at the Tilak Smarak Mandir theatre 
through the “Jyeshtha Jallosh” programme in collaboration with the Indian Human Rights Council, the 
Lions Club of Krishnanagar, Pune, the Lions Club of Talawade (Pride) and the Om Medical Foundation. 
Special ‘Health Cards’ for senior citizens offering free consultation, concessions on pathological tests, 
dialysis, angiography and angioplasty at comparatively very affordable prices for the elders and their 
families too were distributed on the occasion. This was followed by a programme of light and energising 
songs of yesteryears, much enjoyed by the senior citizens who danced with gay abandon. 

Ø As part of the World Elders’ Day week, ILC-I organized a half-day workshop for elderly women on 
“Orienting Elderly Women to Qualitative Ageing” on the 7th of October 2015, in Pune.

Ø A one day workshop on “CSR and Ageing” was organized by the International Longevity Centre-India 
(ILC-I) in collaboration with the Tata Institute of Social Sciences on the 1st of November 2015 at 
YASHADA, Pune, as part of the research project “Increase Awareness, Access and Quality of Elderly 
Services” under the aegis of the UNFPA/TISS/Institute for Economic Growth (IEG)/Institute for Social 
and Economic Change (ISEC) research study.

Ø ILC-I applauds those, who bring quality of life to the elderly, with its annual ILC-I Awards, which  
include a national award, the Anjani Mashelkar Inclusive Innovation Award, for the best scientific or 

   The International Longevity Centre-India (ILC-I) 
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technological innovation for helping  improve the quality of life of the poor old people; the late Shri B. G. 
Deshmukh Awards for Excellence in Promoting Qualitative Ageing for a senior citizens organization 
which does exemplary work; the Lifetime Achievement Awards (the Jeevan Gaurav Puraskar)to a senior 
citizen over the age of 70 years; and the late Dr. S. D. Gokhale award for “Promoting Qualitative 
Journalism in Ageing” to a journalist.

The ILC-I Awards were distributed on the 22nd of November 2015 where the Chief Guest on the occasion was 
Shri Ram Naik, the Hon’ble Governor of UP. 

Anjali Raje
Executive Director
ILC-I
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AIDS Acquired Immuno Deficiency Syndrome

ANC Ante Natal Care

CASP Community Aid and Sponsorship Program

CHW Community Health Worker

ECCD Early Childhood Care and Development

GRC Government Resource Centre

HIV/AIDS Human Immuno Deficiency Virus / Acquired Immuno Deficiency Syndrome

HUP Health of Urban Poor

ICDS Integrated Child Development Services

ICTC Integrated Counselling & Testing Centre

IEC Information Education Communication

JVLR Jogeshwari Vikhroli Link Road

LTPCT Larsen & Toubro Public Charitable Trust

NACO National AIDS Control Organization

NCR National Capital Region

PLHIV People Living with HIV

PNC Post Natal Care

PPTCT Prevention of Parent to Child Transmission (of HIV)

PU Project Unit

RSBY Rashtriya Swasthya Bima Yojana

RTE Right to Education

RWA Resident Welfare Association

SHG Self Help Group

SJSRY Swarna Jayanti Shahari Rozgar Yojana

STI Sexually Transmitted Infection

UID Unique Identification

WASH Water Sanitation and Hgiene

WES Water and Environmental Sanitation 

Glossary
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Obituary

Jitendra Chauhan , died 13th March 2016 due to heart attack. He was 24 year and was 
active member of CASP Gujarat alumni.  He has completed his graduation from Kutch 
University and was working with Axis Bank Ltd as sales Executive at Rapar. He was 
promising young man. As a part of Alumni he was always ready to give his contribution 
for CASP Gujarat and provide training of Karate and Dance which he was learnt during 
his academic period with CASP. He was leader of youth group in his village – Chobari. 
CASP Gujarat has lost ideal young person.  CASP team 
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CASP is registered under

Bombay Public Trusts Act, 1950: Registration No. F-4277 (Mumbai) dt. 07.02.1977

Societies Registration Act, 1860: Registration No. BOM 382/1976 G.B.B.S.D. dt. 19.10.1976

Registered under FCRA Act 1976 Registration No. 083930359 dt. 06.02.2002

50% tax benefit under section 80G
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